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Manin obstruction to strong approximation for homogeneous
spaces

Mikhail Borovoi* and Cynl Demarche

Abstract. For a homogeneous Space X (not necessanly pnncipal) of a connected algebraic group
G (not necessanly linear) over a number field k, we prove a theorem of strong approximation for
the adelic points of X in the Brauer-Manin set Namely, for an adelic point x of X orthogonal
to a certain subgroup (which may contain transcendental elements) of the Brauer group Br(X)
of X with respect to the Manin pamng, we prove a strong approximation property for x away
from a finite set S of places of k Our result extends a result of Haran for torsors of semiabelian
vaneties and a result of Colliot-Thelene and Xu for homogeneous Spaces of simply connected

semisimple groups, and our proof uses those results
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0. Introduction

Let be a number field. We denote by £2 the set of all places of by £2oo the set

of all infinite (archimedean) places of by £2,. the set of all real places of and

by £2/ the set of all finite (nonarchimedean) places of For a finite set S C £2, we
set := n.es where denotes the completion of at i>. We wnte £oo for

We denote by A the ring of adeles of ä; and by A^ the ring of adeles without
S-components. We have A A^ x^. If S £2oo, we denote by A^ := A^°°
the rmg of finite adeles. If X is a Ä>variety, we have X(£s) and

A(A) X(A*) x X(its). In particular X(A) A(A^) x X(itoo).
Let X be a smooth geometncally integral Ä>variety over a field ä: of charactens-

tic 0. Let Br(X) := G„) denote the cohomological Brauer group of X. We

set Bri (X) := ker[Br(X) -> Br(X £)], where £ is an algebraic closure of

*The first named author was partially supported by the Israel Science Foundation (grant No 807/07) and by
the Hermann Minkowski Center for Geometry
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Recall that when is a number field, there exists a canonical pairing (the Manin
pairing)

Br(X) x X(A) -> Q/Z, (1)

see [10], Seetion 3.1, or [40], Seetion 5.2. This pairing is additive in e Br(X)
and eontinuous in x G X(A). If x G I(^) C A(A) or Z? eomes from Br(£), then
(Z>, x) 0.

For a subgroup i? C Br(I) we denote by X(A)^ the set of points ofx G X(A)
orthogonal to i? with respeet to the Manin pairing. We have

X(X) C X(A)®^ C X(A)*.

One ean ask whether any point x (x„) G X(A) whieh is orthogonal to Br(X) ean
be approximated in a eertain sense by X-rational points.

In this paper we eonsider the ease when X is a homogeneous space of a connected

algebraic £-group G (not necessarily linear) with connected geometric stabilizers. For
such an X andx (x„) G X(A)®^^ it was proved in [7], Appendix, Theorem A.l,
that our X has a Ä>point and that x ean be approximated by Ä>points in the sense

of weak approximation. We used a result of Harari [21] on the Manin obstruction
to weak approximation for principal homogeneous Spaces of semiabelian varieties.
Here, using a result of recent Harari's paper [22] on the Manin obstruction to strong
approximation for principal homogeneous Spaces of semiabelian varieties together
with a recent result of Colliot-Thelene and Xu [11] on strong approximation for
homogeneous Spaces of simply connected groups, we prove a theorem on steong
approximation for our x.

For a connected £-group G we write G^^ for the biggest quotient of G whieh
is an abelian variety, and we write G^ for the "simply connected semisimple part of
G", see 1.1 below for details.

Theorem 0.1. Le£ Gfeß connected oZgedraZc gronp (netf necessorZZy ZZneor) over o

nnraZ?er/eZd Le£ X := //\G Z?e o ngZz£ Zzoraogeneons spoce o/G, wZzere // Zs o
connected o/G. Assnrae dzctf dze 7dte-5Zzq/drevZcZz gronp o/dze raoxZraoZ

odeZZon vone/y gnoden^ G^^ o/G Zs/nZte. Le£ D £2oo de o/nZte se£ o/pZoces o/
contaZnZng oZZ orcZdraedeon pZoces. We oxsnrae dzctf G^(d) Zs dense Zn G^(A^).

Le£ x (x^) G X(A) de o poZn£ ordzogonoZ te> Br(X) wZz/z respec/^ te> dze MonZn

poZnng. Tden/or ony open neZgZzdonrZzood o/dze pro/ecdon x^ o/x te> X(A^)
dzere exZste o radonoZpoZn£ Xo X(d) wZzose dZogonoZ Zraoge Zn X(A^) ZZev Zn

Moreover, we con ensnre dz<te/or eocZz orcZdraedeon pZoce c, dze poZnte Xo ond x^ ZZe

Zn dze sorae connected coraponen^ o/X(/^).

Recall that G^(d) is dense in G^(A^) if and only if for every d-simple factor

G/ of G^ the group G/(ds) is noncompact (a theorem of Kneser and Platonov, cf.
[36], Theorem 7.12).
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Theorem 0.1 extends a result of Harari ([22], Theorem 4) and a result of Colliot-
Thelene and Xu ([11], Theorem 3.7 (b)).

In Theorem 0.1 we assume that our adelic point x is orthogonal to the whole
Brauer group Br(X). Actually it is suffieient to require that x were orthogonal to a

certain subgroup Bri (X, G) C Br(X). In general this subgroup Bri (X, G) contains
transcendental elements (i.e. is not contained in Bri 00)- Note that Theorem 0.1 with
Bri(X) instead of Br(X) would be false, see Counter-example 1.6 below. However
this theorem still holds with Bri(X) instead of Br(X), if S contains at least one
nonarchimedean place:

Theorem 0.2. Lc£ G feß connected nZgcdraZc gronp (netf necexxnn'Zy ZZncnr) over
o nnradcr ^ZcZd Z:. Le£ X := //\G Z?e n rZgZz£ Zzcracgcnccns xpnce o/G, wZzcrc //
Zx o connected Z:-snZ?grcnp o/G. Axxnme dzctf dzc 7dte-5Zzq/drevZcZz grcnp c/dzc
moxZmoZ oZ?eZZon vorZety gncdcn^ G^^ o/G Zs^ZnZte. Lc£ 5 D de n^ZnZte

o/pZocex o/Z: ccntaZnZng oZZ orcZzZmedeon pZocex ond of Zcastf one nonnreAZmedenn

/doce. We oxxnme G^(Z:) Zs denxe Zn G^(A^). Lc£ x (x^) G X(A) Z?e o
poZn/^ crdzcgcnnZ te> Bri(X) wZdz rexpec/^ te> dzc MonZn pnZnng. TTzcn/cr nny open
neZgZzdonrZzood c/dzc pro/ecdon x^ o/x te> X(A^) zdcrc exZxte <z radonoZ poZnf

Xo G X(Z:) wZzoxe dZngcnnZ Zrangc Zn X(A^) ZZex Zn Moreove^; we con enxnre
dz<te/cr eocZz orcZnVnedeon pZoce c, dzc poZnte Xo ond x^ ZZe Zn dze xome connected

componen/^ c/X^).

Remark 0.3. Let X be a right homogeneous space of a connected group Z:-group G

over a number field Z: such that the stabilizers of the geometric points are connected.

By [7], Theorem A. 1, if there exists x G X(A) which is orthogonal to Bri 00, then the

variety X must have a Z:-point, hence X //\G, where // is a connected subgroup
of G. Therefore we could reformulate Theorems 0.1, 0.2, 1.4 and 1.7 for a general
homogeneous space X of G (without assuming that X is of the form X //\G).

Our proof is somewhat similar to that of TheoremA. 1 of [7]. We use the reductions
and constructions of Subsections 3.1 and 3.3 of [7] in order to reduce the assertion to
the case when X is a Z:-torsor under a semiabelian variety (treated by Harari [22]) and

to the case when X is a homogeneous space of a simply connected semisimple group
with connected geometric stabilizers (the Hasse principle was proved in [4]; for strong
approximation, see Theorem 6.1 below, which is actually due to Colliot-Thelene and

Xu [11]).
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1. Main results

1.1. Let G be a connected algebraic group (not necessarily linear) over a field of
characteristic 0. Then G fits into a canonical short exact sequence

1 -> G''" -> G -> G** -> 1,

where G^ is a connected linear £-group and G*** is an abelian variety over We

use the following notation:

G^ is the unipotent radical of G^;
Gred giny gu ^ ^ ^ reductive £-group;
G^ is the commutator subgroup of G^, it is a semisimple £-group;

G^ is the universal covering of G^, it is a simply connected semisimple £-group;
£tor _ g^/G", it is a k-torus;
Gssu Ker(G^ -> G**), it is an extension of G^ by G^;
Gsab G^)/G^, it is a semiabelian variety over it fits into a short exact

sequence
1 >> G^ ^ gsab ^ ^abvar ^ ^

We define the group G^ as the fibre product G^ := G^ x^red G*"\ it fits into
an exact sequence

1 -> G" -> G® -> G®" -> 1.

We have a canonical homomorphism G^ -> G^ -> G.

1.2. Let I bea smooth geometrically integral /:-variety. We write X for X A;,

where ^ is a fixed algebraic closure of Recall that Br(Z) is the cohomological
Brauer group of X and that Bri(X) ker[Br(X) Br(V)]. We set Bra(X) :=
coker[Br(/:) -> Bri(X)]. If xo G is a £-point of X, we set Br^(Z) :

kerf^Q : Br(X) -> Br(£)] and Br^OO := ker[xQ : Bri(Z) -> Br(£)]. We have a

canonical isomorphism Bri^Q(Z) Bra(X).
Let X //\G be a homogeneous space of a connected £-group G. Let xo G

Consider the map tt^o • G -> X, g i-> Xo.g, it induces a homomorphism
7T*^ : Br(Z) -> Br(G). Consider the commutative diagram

Br(X) - Br(G)

^0
Br(X) —Br(G).

Let Bri (X, G) denote the kernel of any of the two equal composed homomorphisms
Br(X) -> Br(G). In other words, Bri OC G) is the subgroup of elements & G Br(X)
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such that Tr*^(Z>) g Bri (G). We show in Lemma 4.4 below, that Bri (X, G) does not
depend on xo. Let

Bn,*„(X, G) := ker[x* : Bn(X, G) -> Br(k)]
{6 e Br(X) | 7r*,(Z>) e Bn,«(G)}.

It is easy to see that the structure map X -> Spec (X) induces an embedding Br (X) ^
Bri(X, G) (because X has a X-point) and that Bri(X, G) Bri^oOC G) + Br(X).
It follows that an adelic point x G X(A) is orthogonal to Bri (X, G) with respect to
the Manin pairing if and only if it is orthogonal to Bri^oOC G).

1.3. Let X be a smooth geometrically integral Z:-variety over a number field We
denote by X(A). the set X(A-^) x ^o(^(^u))» where tto(X(Xu)) is the set

of connected components of X(Xu). The set X(A). has a natural topology, which we
call the adelic topology. We have a canonical continuous map X(A) -> X(A). and

a canonical embedding X(X) ^ X(A).. The pairing (1) of the Introduction induces

a pairing

Br(X) x X(A). -* Q/Z. (2)

For a subgroup i? C Br(X) we denote by (X(A).)^ the set of points of x G X(A).
orthogonal to i? with respect to the Manin pairing.

Let X be a homogeneous space of a connected £-group G. Then G(A) acts on
X(A) and on X (A)..

Main Theorem 1.4. Lc£ Gfca connected aZgcferaZc gronp (netf necexxnr/Zy ZZnenr)

over o nwraZ?cr/cZd Lc£ X := //\G Z?e o rZgZz£ Zzomogeneonx xpoce o/G, wZzere

// Zs o connected Z:-xnZ?gronp o/G. Axsnrae dzc 7dte-5Zzo/orev/cZz gronp c/dzc
mox/moZ ofeeZZon vorZe/y gnoden^ G**"" o/G Zx/nZte. Lc£ £ D Z?e o/nZte o/
pZocex c/X conteZnZng oZZ orcZnVnedeon pZocex. We oxxnme G^(X) Zx denxe Zn

Gsc(a^) S/:=Sn£2/ S\ £2oo- TZzen dzc se£ (X(A).)^^'^ coZncZdex

wZdz dzc cZoxnre c/dzc X(X).G^*(Xsy) Zn X(A)./or dzc odeZZc tepoZogy.

Remark 1.5. If x G X(A). is no£ orthogonal to Bri(X, G), we regard it as an
obstruction to strong approximation for x (this is the MonZn ofetencdon te> steong
opproxZmodon from the title of the paper). Indeed, then by the trivial part of Main
Theorem 1.4 the point x does not belong to the closure of X(X).G*(Xsy). We inter-

pret the nontrivial part of this theorem as an assertion that under certain assumptions
the Manin obstruction is dze onZy ofextencdon te> xteong opproxZmodon for x and for its

projection x^ G X(A^). Indeed, if there is no Manin obstruction, i.e. x is orthogonal
to Bri G), then by the nontrivial part of Main Theorem 1.4 the point x belongs to
the closure of X(X).G^(Xsy), and its projection x^ G X(A^) belongs to the closure

ofX(k) in X(A^).
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1.6. Counter-example with Bri (X) instead of Br(X). Above we stated the main
theorem about the Manin obstruction related to the subgroup Bri(X, G) C Br(X).
We are interested also in a/gefera/c Man/n ofostfracrfon, that is, the obstruction
Coming from the subgroup Bri(X) C Br(X). We can easily see that in general the

algebraic Manin obstruction is not the only obstruction to strong approximation.
First we notice that in general Bri(X) g Bri(X, G). Indeed, assume that G is

semisimple and simply connected and that // is connected semisimple but not simply
connected. In particular, // fits into an exact sequence

1 -» /i# -* -* 7/ -» 1,

where /x# is finite and abelian. Consider X := //\G. Then we know by [38],
Proposition 6.9 (iv), that the groups Pic(G) and Briy(G) are trivial. By [11],
Proposition 2.10 (ii), we have a canonical isomorphism Pic(//) Br^(X), where

xo G X(k) is the image of £ £ G(k). Since // is semisimple, by the exact se-

quence in [38], Lemma 6.9 (i), we know that the map Pic(//) -> Pic(//) is injec-
tive, therefore any non-trivial dement of Br^(X) is a transcendental dement of
Br(X), i.e. is not killed in Br(X). We see that Bri^(T) 0, hence Bra(X)
0. In addition, Proposition 2.6 (iii) in [11] (or the corollary in the introduction of
[18]) implies that Br(G) 0, hence Bri^(X, G) Br^(X). Therefore in this
case Bn(X)/Br(7c) Bra(X) 0, whi'le Bn(X G)/Br(Jfc) ^ Bn^CX G) ^
Pic(/7) s /Z]? (Jfc). We see that Bri (X, G) £ Bri (X) if 7^ 0.

An explicit example is given by // SO„ C SL„ G for « > 3. In this case

/^xx /^2 and /x# (£) Z/2Z 7^ 0, hence Bri (X, G) ^ Bri (X). We take to be a

totally imaginary number field, e.g. Q(Z). Take £200, then A-A We
show that in this case the algebraic Manin obstruction is not the only obstruction to
strong approximation away from S.

We may and shall identify X := //\G with the variety of Symmetrie « x /i-
matrices T with determinant 1. Then an dement of X(A) can be written as

where Ti; is a Symmetrie « x/i-matrix with determinant 1 over Let e^CA) £ {±1}
denote the Hasse invariant of the quadratic form defined by G; (see for instance [33],
p. 167, before Example 63:14). Note that for u £ £2oo we have ^ C, hence

e„(r„) 1. For 7^ e X(A^) set

ff
UG^y

then fA is a continuous function on X(A-^) with values ±1. For To £ X(£) we have

^(^o) n n n =n =1,
UGr2y UGr2y UG^oo l>Gr2

because for all u £ £2oo wehaveeu(To) 1, andbecauseby [33], Theorem 72:1, the
last product equals 1. Since fA is a continuous function, for any T^ (T„) £ X(A-^)
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lying in the closure of X(d) we have £-^(T-0 1. We show below that there exists

e X(A-0 with -1.
Fix fo G £2y. Let 1/^ £ a Symmetrie matrix with determinant 1 with

£^0 (C/uo) ~1 (there exists such a Symmetrie matrix, see [33], Theorem 63:22). For
£ e £2/ \ {co} set C/u : diag(l,..., 1) E ^(Z^), then £u(C/u) 1. We obtain an

element C/-^ £ ^(A/) with £^(C/-^) —1. We see that C/-^ does not

lie in the closure of X(Z:) in X(A-^).
It is well known that for our G SL„ and the group G(Z:) is dense

in G(A^) G(A^). We have Bri(A) Br(&), hence a// the points of X(A).
X(A^) are orthogonal to Bri(X), in particular our point C/A However, C/-^ does

not lie in the closure of X(X) in A(A^) A(A^) A(A)„
Of course, our C/-^ is not orthogonal to Bri (X, G) (otherwise it would lie in the

closure of X(Z:) by Main Theorem 1.4). Indeed, consider the map

m: X(A-0 X(A). —> Hom(Bri(A, G)/Br(fc), Q/Z) Z/2Z

induced by the Manin pairing (2) from 1.3. It can be shown that this map coincides
with the map : X(A-^) -> {=bl}underthecanonicalidentificationZ/2Z ^ {±1}.
It follows that m(I/A 1+2Z e Z/2Z, hence C/-^ is not orthogonal to Bri(A, G).

The above counter-example shows that Main Theorem 1.4 does not hold with
Bri (W) instead of Bri CA G). Nevertheless, we can prove a similar result about the

algebraic Manin obstruction, assuming that contains at least one nonarchimedean

place.

Theorem 1.7. Le£ Gfeß connected oZgedraZc gronp (no£ necessorZZy ZZneor) over o
nnrader/ZeZd Z:. Le£ X := //\G de o ngZz£ Zzoraogeneons spoce o/G, wZzere // Zs o
connected Z:-sndgronp o/G. Assnrae dze Tote-SZzo/orevZcZz gronp o/dze raoxZraoZ

odeZZon vone/y gnoden^ G^^ o/G Zs/ZnZte. Le£ x E X(A) de on odeZZc poZn£

ordzogonoZ te> Bri A wZdz respec^ te> dze MonZn poZnng. Le£ *S D £2qo de o/ZnZte se£

o/pZocex o/Z: contaZnZng oZZ orcZdraedeon pZocex ond Zeostf one nonorc/d/nedeon
/doce Co- We oxsnrae dz<te G^(Z:) Zx denxe Zn G^(A^). Se£ Sy. := *S \ (£2oo U {^o})-
We wrire X(A<"°>). /or A(A^^o}) x n»6ßoc

^
7To(X(Z:i;)). Tden dze projeedon

jcl^o) ^ ZZex Zn dze cZoxnre o/dze sefX(Ä;).G^ (£$/.) Zn X(A^°))./or
zde odeZZc tepoZogy.

Theorem 0.1 follows from Theorem 1.4, and Theorem 0.2 follows from Theo-

rem 1.7.
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2. Sansuc's exact sequence

2.1. Let be a field of characteristic 0.

Let TT: 7 -> X be a (left) torsor under a connected linear £-group //. We dehne

Bri (X, 7) to be the following group:

Bri(*, 7) := {6 e Br(7) : tt*(6) e Bri(7)},

and if y E 7(F), x dehne Bri^(X, 7) to be

Bri,*(.Y, 7) := ker[x* : Bri(X, 7) -> Br(k)] {ie Br(JT) : g Br^k)}.
We denote by

(,): Br(A) x X(F) -> Br(F): (Z>, x) i-> Z?(x)

the evaluation map.

2.2. Before recalling the result of Sansuc, we give a few more dehnitions and nota-
tions. Let A be an abelian category and F: Var//: -> A be a contravariant functor
from the category of /:-varieties to «A. If X and 7 are /:-varieties, the projections

Ff, Fr • ><A: ^ X, 7 induce a morphism in A (see [38], Section 6.b):

F(px) + F(^y): F(*) © F(7) -> F(7 x* 7)

such that

F(pz) + -F(pr) ^(Fx) ° + ^(Pr) ° JTr, (3)

where ttx, ttf are the projections F(X) 0 F(7) -> F(X), F(7) and the group law
in the right-hand side is the law in Hom(F(X) 0 F(7), F(X 7)).

Let m: X x^ 7 -> 7 be a morphism of /:-varieties. Assume that the morphism
^(Ff) + ^(Ff) is an isomorphism. We dehne a map

<p: F(7) -» F(Z Xfe 7) -* F(X) © F(7) -* F(X)

by the formula

F := TT* ° (r'(pz) + F(pr))~i o F(m) (4)

(see [38], (6.4.1)).

Lemma 2.3. F: Var/ ^ A k ö /wncfo?: X, 7 Z?£ ftvo
fc-vane/zes, m:Ax^7 7 kß /r-morp/zAm. Axswrae Fza/v

• F(Spec(k)) 0.

• ^(Ff) + ^(Ff) • ^(^0 0 ^00 F(X x^ 7) A an Aomorp/zAm.
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• FAere exZste x G X(A) sncA dze raorpAZsra m(x,.): F -> F Zs dze Zdend/y

o/r.
77*erc F(m) F(f*) o <p + F(fO: F(7) -> F(X x* F).

Proo/ Consider the morphism x^: F -> X F defined by x. Then F(xy) o

^(px) 0> since the morphism ^0x7: F -> X factors through x: Spec(A) -> X
and F(Spec(A)) 0. Since /?7 0x7 idy, we have F(xy) o F(/?y) id, and

the third assumption of the lemma implies that F(xy) o F(m) id. Therefore, we
deduce that

F(*y) o (F(px) + F(py)) jry: F(X) © F(F) -» F(F),

hence

jry o (F(px) + ^(Fr))~* O F(m) F(xy) o F(m) id77(y). (5)

But by (3) we have

F(m) F(F*) o TTjf o (F(/7y) + F(/>y))~* o F(m)

+ ^(FF) ° ° (F/FX) + F/FF)) * ° F(m),

so (4) and (5) give exactly

F(m) F(/?x) o ^ + F(/?y).

We shall apply those constructions and this lemma to the functors F Pic(.) and

F Bra and to the morphism m : ffxF -> F defined by an action of an algebraic

group // ona variety F. In this context, those functors satisfy the assumptions of
Lemma 2.3 by [38], Lemma 6.6.

We now recall Sansuc's result.

Proposition 2.4 ([38], Proposition 6.10). Le£ A Ae o^ZeZd o/cAoracterZsdc zero, // <2

connected ZZneor A-gronp, X o sraoodz A-vorZe/y ond tt : F —> X o tersor nnder //.
FAen we Aove o/nncterZoZ exoc£ segnence:

<Pl ^F/X TT* m*—
Pic(7) Pic(//) —^ Br(T) — Br(F) Br(// x F). (6)

//ere m: // x F -> F denotes dze Ze/£ ocdon o/ // on F, /?y: // x F -> F dze

noteraZ pro/ecdon ond : Pic(//) -> Br(X) Zs o mop de^Zned Zn dze proo/o/
ProposZdon 6.10 Zn [38]. For dze de^ZnZdon o/FAe mop </9i, xee (4) or [38], (6.4.1).

7T *

Proo/ For the part of the exact sequence up to Br(X) > Br(F) see [38], Propo-
sition 6.10. Concerning the last map Br(F) -> Br(// x F), it implicitly appears in
Sansuc's paper in the last term of the exact sequence

0 -» iCcr/X^c) -* 4 7/"(7/Z,Sr') -* 0
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(the second sequence of the four short exact sequences on page 45). By definition

^ ^ prt —pr?
7/°(7/A, Sr') ker[Br(7) ——Br(7 x* 7)],

where pq-: 7 xj F ^ 7 denote the two projections. Since 7 -> X is a torsor, we
have a canonical isomorphism //x7 -^7x^7 defined by (A, y) i-> (m(A, y), y).
Sansuc noticed that the maps pr^ and p^ correspond under this isomorphism to the

maps m and /?7, respeetively (see [38], the formulas for the faces of the simplicial
System on page 44 before Lemma 6.12). Thus we see that

7/°(7/X, Sr') ker[Br(7) *7 Br(tf x 7)].

A eomputation using the Cech speetral sequence (6.12.0) in [38] shows that the map
Br(X) -> Br(7) defined by the composition

tfVVGm) tf®(7/.Y,£r') C ^(r,G„)
is the pullback morphism tt* : Br(X) -> Br(7). This concludes the proof of the
exactness of (6).

The exact sequence in the above proposition will be very useful in the following,
but we need another one: we need a version of this exact sequence with the map
Ay/x : Pic(//) -> Br(X), defined in [11] before Proposition 2.3. We recall here the

definition of due to Colliot-Thelene and Xu.

2.5. Definition of Ay/j. We use the above notation. Since // is connected, we
have a canonical isomorphism c# : Ext£(//, G^) Pic(//) (see [8], Corollary 5.7),
where Ext£ (//, G^) is the abelian group of isomorphism classes of central extensions

of A-algebraic groups of // by G^. Given such an extension

1 —> G^ —x //1 —> // —> 1

corresponding to an dement /? G Pic(//), we get a coboundary map in etale coho-

mology

see [19], IV.4.2.2. This coboundary map fits in the natural exact sequence of pointed
sets (see [19], Remark IV.4.2.10

-* G„,) Br(X). (7)

The dement Ay/^ (/?) is defined to be the image of the class [7] G //* (X, //) of the
torsor tt : 7 —> X by the map 9#^. This construction defines a map

Ay/x : Pic(7/) -* Br(X), p k* 3*, ([7]),
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which is functorial in X and // (this map was denoted by <$tors(X) in [11]).
We can compare the map : Pic(//) -> Br(X) with another useful map

: 77* (£, 77) -> Bri (X) defined by the formula

ar/x(z) := /4(z) U [E] e

where : X -> Spee(X) is the structure morphism and [7] e 77*(X, //).
Reeall that we have a canonical map 77# : //*(£, //) -> Pie(//) eoming from

Leray's speetral sequenee (see for instanee [38], Lemma 6.9).

Lemma 2.6. TTze/oZZcnv/ng d/agrara A

?7/7

Pic(7/) > Br(X).

Proo/ Dehne Z to be the quotient of 7 by the action of 77^. Then Z -> X is

a torsor under 77*°L By funetoriality, and using the isomorphism 77*°*" 77, it is

sufhcient to prove the eommutativity of the following diagram:

^7/7 tor

Pic(//) —- Br(X).

Consider the groups ExtJ* (7/*°*", G^) in the abelian eategory of fppf-sheaves over
Spee(X). By [29], Lemmas A.3.1 and A.3.2, we know that the diagram

-—- «z/xr _f/* ^Bri(X)

^77tor

Ext* (7/', G,„) Br(A-)

is eommutative, where 77^ : 77* (X, 77*°*") -> Ext£(77*°*", G^) is the edge map from
the local to global Ext's speetral sequenee

Ext|(^'°', Gmj)) Ext^tf^G«,)
(see [1], V.6.1).
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By [35], Proposition 17.5, there exists a canonical map Ext^(//^,G^) ->
Ext£(//^, G^). Composing this map with c#tor: Ext£(//^,G^) -> Pic(//^)
(usedintheconstructionofAz/x), wegetamapc^or ^ Ext^(//^,G^) -> Pic(//^).

It is now sufficient to prove that the diagram

//!(£, Ext} (//<<", G„)

Pic(//i)
is commutative.

The natural transformation Hom^_g^(//^, (.)^) (.)^) of func-

tors from the category of fppf-sheaves over Spec(/:) to the category of Gal(A;//:)-
modules induces a morphism of spectral sequences

(7/^,Extf(77i,G^)) Ext}+«(//i,G„,))

-U (#*(*:,//*(//"*, G„,*)) #*+*(//"*, G„,))

from the loeal to global Ext's spectral sequence to Leray's spectral sequence. This

morphism implies that the induced diagram between edge maps

7/1 (jfc, 7/^) Ext}(7/', G„)

Pic(7/i)

is commutative. We need to prove that the map To induced by r coincides with the

map : Ext',///"" G,„) Pic(7/""). Let

0 —G^ -> / -> 2 -> 0

be an exact sequence of fppf-sheaves on Spec(/:) such that / is injective. Then the

long exact sequences associated to the functors and Hom^(//^,.) give
rise to the following commutative diagram

Horn* (//**, g)/Hom*04, /) 7/°(7/', 0/7/°(7/i, /)

Ext}(7/i, G„) > 7/1 (7/i, G„),

where the vertical maps are the coboundary maps and the horizontal ones are induced

by r. With this diagram, it is clear that the image by To of a given group extension is
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the same as the image of this extension by the map c^or, which concludes the proof.

Remark 2.7. In particular, if // 7 is a £-torus, then the map 777* • 7/* (7, 7) —^

Pic(7) is an isomorphism, and we see that the map coincides with the map

ö7/x • 77 *(7, Bri(X) defined by z i-> U [7].

The goal of the following theorem is to give an equivalent of Sansuc's exact

sequence (6) with the map replaced by the map Ay/j. It will be very important
in the following.

Theorem 2.8. Le£ Z?e a^ZeZcZ a/cZzaracterZs/fc zero. Le£ // a connectecZ ZZnear

gronp, X a sraoetZz £-vane/y ancZ tt : 7 —> X a (Ze/F) forsor nncZer //. 7Zzen we Zzave

a corarawfatZve cZZagrara wZz7z exacf rows, /wnctorZaZ Zn (X, 7, tt, //):

Pic(Y)

Pic(F)

<Pl

Pic(//)
Af/X

Br(X) Br(F) Br(// x F)

<Pl

Pic(i/) 22Z^Bri(X,F) Bri(F)
<P2

(8)

Bra(7/).

//ere m: 7/ x 7 —>*7 cZenetes ^Zze Ze/Z ac/fon o/ // on 7, ^Zze ZzoraoraorpZzZsra

Ajyx • Pic(//) -> Br(X) Zs ^Zze map ö/ [11], see 2.5 afeove, ^Zze ZzoraoraorpZzZsras

</9i ancZ ^2 cZe^ZnecZ Zn [38] (6.4.1) (or see (4)), ^Zze ZzoraoraorpZzZsras ^ ^F
^Zze ZncZnsZon raaps, ancZ ^Zze Zn/ectZve ZzaraaraarpZzZsra v Zs gZven as ^Zze coraposZte 0/
zTze/aZZawZng naztzraZ ZnjectZve maps:

Bra(//) -> Bra(//) © Bri(F) Bri(// x7)^ Br(// x F).

7npajtZcwZaj; z/7(7) 7^ 0 ancZ y G 7(7), x 7r(y), ^Zzen ^Zze raaps </9; are ZncZncecZ

Z?y ^Zze map Zj : // -> 7 cZe^ZnecZ Z?y /z i-> /z.y, ancZ we Zzave an exact segz/ence

z * A
Pic(F) -% Pic(7/) —Bn,*(X, F) Bn,y(r)—Bn.Xtf). (9)

Remark 2.9. Recall that the exact sequences (8) and (9) can be extended to the left
by

0 -> £[X]*/r -> jt[F]*/ik* -> //(fc) -> Pic(X) -> Pic(F)
(see [38], Proposition 6.10).

Corollary 2.10. Le£ /: Z?e a ^ZeZcZ o/ cZzaracterZs/fc zero. Le£ 7 Z?e a £-toras, X a
rsraoetZz £-varZe/y ancZ tt : 7 -> X a (Ze/Z) torsor z/ncZer 7. 7Zzen we Zzave an exac£

segz/ence

01 ^F/X TT *

Pic(F) Pic(F) —C+ Bri(X) —
02Bn(F)^>Bra(r).
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Proo/ It is a direct application of Theorem 2.8, using Pic(T) 0.

Remark 2.11. This corollary compares the algebraic Brauer groups of X and 7.
Concerning the transcendental part of those groups, Theorem 2.8 can be used to
study the injectivity of the map Br(X) -> Br(Y). We cannot describe easily the

image of this map in general. However, Harari and Skorobogatov studied this map
in particular cases (universal torsors for instance): see [23], Theorems 1.6 and 1.7.

Corollary 2.12 (cf. [38], Corollary 6.11). Le£

1 -> G' -U G -X-> G" -> 1

Z?e an evoc£ segnence o/ connected oZgeferaZc gronps over o ^ZeZd /: 0/ cZzoracterZsdc

zero. Assnrae G' Zs ZZneor. TTzen dzere Zs o corarantetfZve dZograra wZdz evoc£ rows

Pic(G) Pic(G') ' a Br(G") ^ Br(G) 2- Br(G' x G)

t" i V

Pic(G) Pic(G') Bri,<>(G", G) Bri,«,(G) Bri,e(G').
(10)

//ere /?g : G' x G ^ G Z^ dze pro/ecdon mop, dze mop m: G'xG —> G Zs de^Zned

Zxy m(g', g) := Z (g')-£ (wZzere dze prodnc^ denotes dze gronp Zow Zn G), d' ond £ ore
dze ZncZnsZon ZzoraoraorpZn'sras, ond dze Znjecdve ZzoraoraorpZn'sra v Zs de^Zned os Zn

TTzeorera 2.8.

T/TZze ZzoraoraorpZn'sra Pie(G) -> Pic(G') Zs snrjecdve (e.g. wZzen G' Zs o £-te>rns,

or wZzen G'^ Zs sZrapZy connected, or wZzen oZZ dze dzree gron/rs G', G ond G" ore
ZZneor), dzen Bri^(G", G) Bri^(G"), ond we Zzove o corarantetfZve dZograra wZdz

evoc£ rows:

Pic(G) —^ Pic(G') Br(G") > Br(G)
"*

Br(G' x G)

(11)

Pic(G) —Pic(G') 2£^."Bn,«(G") ^^-Bri,e(G) —^Bn,«(G').

Proo/ The short exact sequence of algebraic groups defines a structure of (left) G"-
torsor under G' on G (G' acts on G by left translations). Now from the diagram
with exact rows (8) we obtain diagram (10), which differs from diagram (11) by the
middle term in the bottom row.

From diagram (8) we obtain an exact sequence

/* /*
Pic(G) Pic(G') —Br(G") ^ Br(G). (12)
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If the homomorphism Z* : Pic(G) -> Pic(G') is surjective, then the homomorphism
7*: Br(G") -> Br(G) is injective, henceBri^(G", G) Bri^(G"), and weobtain
diagram (11) from diagram (10).

If G' is a A-torus or if G"* is simply connected, then Pic(G') 0, and the

homomorphism Pic(G) -> Pic(G') is clearly surjective. If all the three groups G',
G and G" are linear, then again the homomorphism Pic(G) -> Pic(G') is surjective,
see [38], proof of Corollary 6.11, p. 44.

For the proof of Theorem 2.8 we need a crucial lemma.

Lemma 2.13. Lef A Z?£ <2 ^Zd 0/ cAtfractensft'c Lef // <2 c<97i7i£cte<i Z/n^ßr

A-growp, X a sraoctf/z A-v<zne/y <27i<i tt : F —> X <2 (Ze/Z) torsor //.
r: Z —F Z?£ <2 torsor w/i^rG^. TT^ti ^Zzere evZsto <2 c^ti/toZ evtoTisZoTi o/oZg^AraZc
A-growps

1 -* G„ -» i/i -* 7/ -» 1

<27i<iaZe/Z<20/2071 Z/ixZ -> Z, evtemZ/ng<20/2071o/G^ oti Z <27i<icoTnpo/ZAZe vwYA

<20/2071 ö//Z ö/i F. TAZs <20/2071 ttioA^s Z -> X Z/ito <2 torsor //i. MoreowT;
cZoss o/swcZz <2n evtoTisZoTi //i Z/i f/n? gronp Ext^(//, G^) Zs WTiZgw^Zy (i£tormZ/i<?(i,

7K2771^Zy [//i] </9i([Z]) G Ext^(//, G^i) Pic(//).

Remark 2.14. In [24], Harari and Skorobogatov studied this question of composition
of torsors. Their results (see Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.5 in [24]) deal with
torsors under multiplicative groups and not only under G^ as here, but they require
additional assumptions concerning the type of the torsor and on invertible functions
on the varieties. Those additional assumptions are not satisfied in our context.

Proo/ Let /?// : // x F —> // and : // x F -> F denote the two projections. Let

1 - G„ - i/i - 77 - 1

beacentralextensionsuchthatitsclassinExt£(//, G^) Pic(//) isexactly<^i([Z]).
In this setting, Lemma 2.3 implies that

m*[Z] ^[//i] + ^[Z]- (13)

Formula (13) means that the push-forward of the torsor

TT ~//i x Z > // x F

by the group law homomorphism G^ x G^ -> G^ is isomorphic (as a // x F-torsor
under G^) to the pullback m*Z of the torsor Z -> F by the map m: // x F -> F.
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In particular, we get the following commutative diagram:

#1 X Z (14)

// x 7

where m' is defined to be the composite of the two upper horizontal maps. The
Situation is very similar to that in the proof of Theorem 5.6 in [8]: the map m' fits
into commutative diagram (14) and for all /h, ^ £ G^ and all /zi £ //i, z £ Z, we
have

/^.z) /h^2.ra'(/zi,z). (15)

We want to use m' to dehne a group action of //i on Z. Formula (15) implies that
the morphism m'(e,.): z i-> m'(e, z) is an automorphism of the 7-torsor Z, and we
can dehne a map m": //i x Z -> Z to be the composition

m" := m'(e,.) *
o m': //i x Z

Then we get a commutative diagram

t r rv W ryflixZ > Z

z.

(16)

where the map m" still satishes formula (15) and now, for all z £ Z, we have

m"(e,z)=z. (17)

We wish to prove that m" is a left group action of //i on Z.
Since m: // x 7 7 is a left action, we have

t(«j"(AiÄ2,z)) T(m"(Ai,m"(Ä2,z))) for Ai,Ä2 e #1, z Z,

where r: Z -> 7 is the canonical map. Since r: Z -> 7 is a torsor under G^, there
is a canonical map

ZxyZ ^ G^, (Zi,Z2) ZiZj r
We obtain a morphism of /:-varieties

//1 x //1 x Z -> G^j, (/zi,/z2,z) i-> ^z(Ai, A2)»
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such that

m"(/zi/z2,z) <^(/zi,/z2).m"(/zi,m"(/z2,z)) for/zi,/z2 g //i, z g Z.

Then (17) implies that

^(/z,c) 1 and ^(c,/z) 1.

By Rosenlicht's lemma (see [37], Theorem 3, see also [38], Lemma 6.5), the map </9

has to be trivial, i.e. A2) 1 for all z, /z 1, A2. Therefore we have

m^(/zi/z2,z) m"(/zi,m"(/z2,z)). (18)

Formulas (17) and (18) show that m" is a left group action of //1 on Z. Since m"
satisfies (15), we have for £ g Gm, z g Z

m"(7e,z) Lm"(e,z) Lz,

hence the action m" extends the action of Gm on Z. From diagram (16) with m"
instead of m' we see that the action m" induces the action m of on 7.

Consider the following commutative diagram (see (16)):

1 x* Z Z x* Z

(19)

x* F Fx,F,
where 0z(^i,z) := (m"(Ai,z),z), 0r(/z, y) := (m(/z, y), y), and the unnamed

morphisms are the natural ones. Since 7 -> X is a torsor under //, the morphism
07 is an isomorphism. The group Gm x Gm acts on //1 Z via (/q, ^2) • 1, z) :

(/i/zi,/z.z), making //1 x^ Z ^ // x^ F into a torsor under Gm x Gm- We dehne

an action of Gm x Gm on Z xj Z by

Oi,i2)-Oi,Z2) := ((1112)^1,12^2),

then Z xj Z ^ F xj F is a torsor under Gm x Gm- By formula (15) the map 0z in
(19) is a morphism of torsors under Gm x Gm compatible with the isomorphism 0z
of /:-varieties. Therefore the map 0z is an isomorphism of /:-varieties, which proves
that the action m" makes Z -> X into a torsor under //1.

Let us prove the uniqueness of the class of the extension //1. If 7/2 is a central
extension of // that satisfies the conditions of the lemma, then the analogues of
diagram (16) and formula (15) with 7/2 instead of T/i dehne an isomorphism of
// x 7-torsors under Gm between the push-forward of 7/2 x Z by the morphism
Gm x Gm -> Gm and the torsor m*Z. Therefore, we get

m*[Z] /^[//2] + /4[Z].
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Comparing with (13), we see that /^[i/2] [^i]- Since : Pic(//) 0
Pic(7) -> Pic(77 x F) is an isomorphism, we see that : Pic(77) -> Pic(// x F) is

an embedding, henee [7/2] [77i], whieh eompletes the proof of Lemma 2.13.

2.15. ProofofTheorem 2.8: top row of the diagram. First weprove that the top row
in diagram (8) is a complex. Let /? e Pic(F) and let us prove that (^1 (/?)) 0.

Let Z —^ F be a torsor under G^ such that [Z] /? g Pic(F). Let // := </9i(/?)

Pic(//), and 1 -> G^ -> //1 -> // -> 1 be a central extension of // by G^ cor-
responding to // via the isomorphism Ext£(77, G^) Pic(//). Then A7/x(/)
is equal (by definition) to 3//i([F]) e i/^Of.G»,), where 3^: 77* (V#) ->
77^(X, G^j) is the coboundary map Coming from the extension //i, and [F] is the
class of the torsor F -> X in 77* (X, 77).

Lemma 2.13 implies that the class [F] g 77*(X, 77) is in the image of the map
7/*(X, 7/i) —> 7/' (A7 7/). From exact sequence (7) we see that the class 3//, ([K]j
is trivial in G„), i.e. Ay/jK/) 3»i ([!"]) 0 e 7/2(VG„,), henee

Pic(F) Pic(77) Br(X) is a complex.
Let /? G Pic(77), and let us prove that tt*(A7/x(/?)) 0. The element /?

corresponds to the class of an extension 1 -> G^ —77i —77 —1, and we have

Af/jKtO 9#i (IXD- We have a commutative diagram

9//,
TZ*(V #) " G„)

9//,
7/i(r,7/) —^T/VrG^)

so that tt*(A7/x(/?)) tt*(3^([F])) 3^(tt*[F]). The torsor tt*[F] is trivial in
the set 77*(F, 77), henee tt*(A7/x(/?)) 0. Consequently the top row of diagram
(8) is a complex.

Let us prove that the top row of diagram (8) is exact. For the exactness at the term
Br(F), see Proposition 2.4. So it remains to prove the exactness of the top row at

Pic(77) andatBr(X).
Let /? G Pic(77) be such that A^/xQ?) 0. Such a /? corresponds to the class

of an extension 1 -> G^ -> 77i 77 -> 1 such that 3^ ([F]) 0. From exact

sequence (7) we see that there exists an X-torsor Z —> X under 77i, with an 77i-
equivariant map Z -> F, making Z -> F into a torsor under G^. Then by the

uniqueness part of Lemma 2.13 we know that the class of Z ^ F in Pic(F) maps to
the class of 77i in Pic(77), i.e. </9i([Z]) /?, whieh proves the exactness of the top
row of diagram (8) at Pic(77).

Let us now prove the exactness of the top row of (8) at Br(X).
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Assume first that the /:-variety X is quasi-projective. Let A e Br(X) such that
tt*A 0 e Br(7). By a theorem of Gabber also proven by de Jong (see [12]),
we know that there exists a positive integer « and an X-torsor Z -> X under PGL„
such that —A is the image of the class of Z in 7/* (X, PGL„) by the coboundary map

i 3GL?7 O// (X, PGL„) x 77 (X, Let IL denote the product 7 xj Z. From the
commutative diagram with exact rows

7/1 (X, GL„) 77* (V PGL„) Br(X)

77 1 (r, GL«) ^ 77 1 (P, PGL„) ^ Br(r)

POL
we see that the assumption tt * A 0 implies that the torsor IL 7 is dominated

GL/7
by some 7-torsor under GL„, i.e. there exists a torsor L x 7 and a morphism of
7-torsors L ^ IL compatible with the quotient morphism GL„ -> PGL„. We have

the following picture:
GL„

Since IL -> X is a torsor under the connected linear group 7/ x PGL„, we can apply
Lemma 2.13 to get a central extension

1 -* G„, -» L -» 77 x PGL„ -» 1 (20)

and a structure of X-torsor under L on L —X, compatible with the action of
7/ x PGLft on IL. In particular, the natural injections of 7/ and PGL„ into 7/ x PGL„
dehne two central extensions obtained by pulling back the extension (20):

1 -> -> L// 77 1, (21)

1 —> > 7,pgl„ PGL„ —> 1. (22)

Since PGL„ acts trivially on 7, the action of Lpql„ (as a subgroup of L) on L dehnes

a commutative diagram

7-pgl„ x ^ ^ > L xp L

PGL„ X W w Xy W
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where v) •= (7-F v), 0tv(/h w) •= (p.w, w), and the vertical maps are the
natural ones. We see easily that is an isomorphism, hence F -> 7 is a torsor
under Lpgl„ • This action of Lpgl„ extends the action of G^ on F above JF, and is

compatible with the action of PGL„ on JF above 7 via the extension (22) and the map
F ^ PF. Therefore, the unicity result in Lemma 2.13 implies that exact sequence
(22) is equivalent to the usual extension 1 -> G^ -> GL„ -> PGL„ -> 1, and in
particular that ([Z]) 3gl„([Z]) g //^(AVG,„).

Consider the direct product of the exact sequences (21) and (22):

1 G^ x G^ L// x LpGL/7 ^ ^ x PGL„ > 1.

Dehne the morphism /x: L# x Lpgl„ £ by /x(/, /') := where the product is

taken inside the group L. By dehnition of L# and Lpgl„ we see that the image of the

commutator morphism c: L# x Lpgl„ ^ dehned by c(/,F) := is

contained in the central subgroup G^ of L. Therefore, since c(e, /') c(/, e) 1,

Rosenlicht's lemma implies that c(/, /') 1 for all (/,/') G L# x Lpgl„ • Hence the

morphism /x is a group homomorphism, and the following diagram is commutative
with exact rows:

1 G^ x G/jj 7// x LpGL/7 L/" x PGL„ ^ 1

1 // x PGL„ 1

where m: G^ x G^ -> G^ is the group law. Therefore we get a commutative

diagram of coboundary maps

7/i(X 7/) x i(V PGL„)—^ ^ ^ G„)

XPGL„)
^7XxX.pgl„

//2(X, G„, xGJ

m

7/ x PGL„)
9i

Gm)-

In particular, this diagram implies that

9^([tP]) a^([r]) + 9^([z])
in//2(X,Gm). Since JP

X/xPGL„
» X is dominated by the Z-torsor F -> X, we

know that 9l([JF]) 0, therefore the above formula implies that

3l^([Z]) -3l«h.„([Z]) /l£ Br(Z),
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i.e. ^4 Ay/;r([L#]), with [L#] g Ext£(//, G^) Pic(//). Hence the first row of
diagram (8) is exact under the assumption that X is quasi-projective.

Let us now deduce the general case: X is not supposed to be quasi-projective
anymore. By Nagata's theorem (see [32]) we know that there exists a proper ä>

variety Z and an open immersion of /:-varieties X -> Z. By Chow's lemma (see

[15], II.5.6.1 and II.5.6.2, or [39], Chapter VI, §2.1), there exists a projective
variety Z' and a projective, surjective birational morphism Z' -> Z. Moreover,
using Hironaka's resolution of singularities (see [27], see also [3] and [17]), there
exists a smooth projective /:-variety Z and a birational morphism Z -> Z'. Dehne
X' to be the hbred product X' := Z X. Then X' is a open subvariety of Z,
hence X' is a smooth quasi-projective ä;-variety, and the natural map X' -> X is a

birational morphism. Dehne 7' to be the product 7 xj X'. By the quasi-projective
case, we know that in the commutative diagram

Pic(i7) Br(X') v Br(T')

(23)

Pic(i7) Br(X) ä- Br(7)

the hrst row is exact. Since the map X' -> X is a birational morphism, we have a

commutative diagram

Br(X) »- Br(X')

Br(ik(X)) Br(JfcCY'))

where the bottom horizontal arrow is an isomorphism. Since both X and X' are

smooth, by [20], II, Corollary 1.8, the vertical arrows are injective. It follows that the

homomorphism Br(X) -> Br(X') is injective. Now a diagram chase in diagram (23)

proves the exactness of the second row in that diagram. This completes the proof of
the exactness of the top row of diagram (8).

2.16. Proof ofTheorem 2.8: the commutativity of the diagram and the exactness
of its bottom row. It is clear that all the Squares of diagram (8) are commutative except
maybe the rightmost Square.

By Lemma 2.3, we have for all /3z G Bri (7),

inBri(tfxF). (24)

This formula implies immediately that the rightmost Square of diagram (8) commutes,
hence this diagram is commutative.
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Since the top row of (8) is exact, and the diagram (8) is commutative, it is easy to
conclude that the bottom row of (8) is exact.

2.17. Proof of Theorem 2.8: exact sequence (9). We consider the following dia-

gram:

Pic(Y) Pic(tf) Bn,*(X, 7) Bn,3,(7) Bn,e(tf)

Pic(Y) Pic(/7) Bri (X, 7) —Brj (7) —Br„ (7/).
(25)

In this diagram the second row is the second row of diagram (8), hence it is exact. In
the first row, Bri^(X, 7) is a subgroup of Bri(X, 7) and Bri^(7) is a subgroup of
Bri (7). We easily check that all the arrows in the first row are well-defined.

This diagram is commutative: for the first and the last Squares it is a consequence
of Lemma 6.4 of [38], and for the two central Squares it is clear. We know that the
second row of this diagram is exact. Since all the vertical arrows are injective, we
see that the first row is a complex. An easy diagram chase shows that the first row is

also exact, i.e. sequence (9) is exact.

3. Compatibility

In this section we use Theorem 2.8 to get a compatibility result between the evaluation

map and the action of a linear group. We begin with a lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Le£ A Ae n^ZeZd o/cAnractensAc 0 and X, X' Ae ftvo sraoetfA A-vnrZeAes.

Le£ tt : 7 —> X and tt' : 7' —> X' Ae ftvo (Ze/Z) tersons- nnder connected ZZnenr A-

gronps // nnd 77'. TAe mnp 7 x 7'^ I x I' w nnteraZZy n tensor nnder 7/ x 7/'.
Avsnme dzctf 7' Zs radonoZ ond dzctf 7'(A) / 0. Le£ y' e 7'(A) ond x' := Tr'(y').
TAen dze AoraoraorpAZsra

+ /£,: Bri(Z, 7) © Bri,*/(X', 7') -> Bri(Z xl',7x 7')

Zs weZZ-de^Zned nnd Zs nn ZsoraorpAZsra.

TVoo/ Consider the three exact sequencesassociatedto the torsors 7 -> X,7' -> X'
and 7 x7'^Ix7 (see Theorem 2.8). We get the following commutative diagram
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with exact rows:

Pic(Y) © Pic(r') Pic(//) 0 Pic(//') Bri (X, 7) 0 Bri^,(X', 7')

/'y+Z'y/

Pic(7 x 7') Pic(// x ') Bn (X x X', 7 x 7')

Bri(7)0Bri,y(7')

—^Bn(7 x 70

-^Bra(7/)0Bn,e(7/O

^Bra(7/ x 7/0 •

The two first and the two last vertical arrows are isomorphisms by [38], Lemma 6.6,
hence the five lemma implies that the central vertical arrow is an isomorphism.

Corollary 3.2. 7/*m Lemma 3.1 we gZsg Zzgw F(£) / 0j G F(£) aneZ x 7r(y),
£Zz£ /zomomorp/z/xm

+ /£,: Bn,x(X, 7) © Bn,x'(X', 70 —> Bri,(x,xo(X x X', 7 x 70

Zs an /xomorp/z/xm.

Lemma 3.3 (Compatibility). /: Z?£ G^ZeZeZ G/cZzGracterZs/rc 0. tt : 7 -> X Z?£

g (Z^/Z) forsor wneZ^r g connected ZZneor Z:-gronp //. Le£ GZ?ea connected oZgeferaZc

£-gronp, ocdng on dze rZgZz£ on F ond X sncZz dzete tt Zx G-egnZvorZonL Assnrae
dzete F Zx Z:-radonoZ ond F(£) 7^ 0 ond Ze£ yo ^ *0 ^(jo)- FZzen/or ony
Z) G Bri^Q(X, F), x G X(£), g G G(£) we Zzove

Ö(x.g) 6(x) + 7T*(/OOo.g).

Proo/ We consider two torsors: tt : F —^ X and tt' id: G -> G. Let mj : X x
G -> X and m^ :FxG^F denote the actions of G. Since mf(j, e) y, we
see that if Z? G Bry(X, F), then m^Z) G Br(y^)(X x G, F x G). By functoriality of
the evaluation map, we have a commutative diagram

Bri,(x„,*)(X x G, 7 x G) x (X x G)(fc) —Br(fc)
Av+^G ^

Bn,xo(X, 7) 0 Bn,e(G) x (X(fc) x G(fc)) Br(X)
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where the first pairing is the evaluation map onlxG and the second one is the sum
of the evaluation maps on X and on G, i.e.

ev'((ß,C),(x,g)) := fi(x) + C(g) e Br(£) for ß C e Bn,*(G).

By Corollary 3.2 the left vertieal morphism is an isomorphism. Therefore

we get two natural projeetions:

tta: : Bri,(^,g)(Z xGJxG)^ Bri,^(Z, 7)
and

x G, 7 xG)^ Bri^(G).

Henee for all Z) g Bri ,(^)(A-xG, 7 xG), we get D p* (tt* (£>))+p*(ttg (£>)),
and so, by the commutativity of the diagram, for all (x, g) G X(Z) x G(Z) we have

£K(*>g)) 7T*(D)(x) +7TG(ö)(g).

For g e G G(Z), this formula implies that

D((x,7)) 7Ta:(D)(x)

because ttg(Z))(^) 0. So, for g Bri^oOC 7), g g G(Z) and x g X(Z), we
have

6(x.g) (m*&)((x,g))
7rx(m^)(x) + 7TG(m*Z>)(g)

(m*0((x,0) + ^G(w*ö)(g)

where we write m for mj. Sinee (m*Z))((x, e)) Z)(m(x, e)) &(x) by functori-
ality, we have

fr(x.g) Z>(x) + 7TG(m*Z))(g). (26)

In the ease x xo ^(yo) we obtain

(7r^)(jo.g) Ä(;rGo).g) 6(ttCvo)) + *G (»»**>) (g) Tropfe), (27)

sinee Z)(7r(yo)) &(*o) 0. Consequently, (26) and (27) give the expected formula,
that is:

ft(x.g) 6(x) + (7r*ft)(jo-g).

Corollary 3.4. X := //\G Z?£ a ngfe Zzöraogeneows space o/a connected Z/nenr

Z-gronp G over n^zeZd Z o/cZznractens/fc 0, wZzere // C G Zs n connected Z/neor

Z-snZ?gronp. 77zen/or oZZ Z) G Bri^(X, G), x G X(Z), g G G(Z) we Zzove

&(x.g)=Ä(x) + 7T*Ä(g),

wZzere tt : G —>> X Zs dze gnoden^ map ond Xo 7r(e).
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Proo/ We take 7 G, jo e £ G(£), and xo tt(jo) in Lemma 3.3,
then Bri,xo(X, *0 Br^CX, G) and 7r*ö(jo-g) tt*6(g).

Corollary 3.5. Le£ /: Z?e n nnrafeer^ZeZd. Le£ X := //\G feß Zzoraogeneons spnce o/
n connected ZZneor £-gronp G, wZzere // C G Zs o connected ZZneor A-snZ?gronp. Le£

denote dze MonZn poZnng

Br(A) x A(A) -> Q/Z.

Le^Z) G Bri^Q(X, G), x G X(A), g G G(A). TTzen

(Ä,^.g) (Ä^) + (^(Ä),g),

wZzere tt : G -> X Zs dze gnoden^ mop ond Xo tt(c).

Corollary 3.6. Le£ £, G, // ond X Z?e <xs Zn CoroZZory 3.5. Le£ </9: G' -> G Z?e

o ZzoraoraorpZn'sra o/£-gronps, wZzere G' Zs a simply connected £-group. Le£ Z) G

Bn,*o(X,G), x e A(A), g' e G'(A). Therc

(ft,X.(jp(g')) (M).

Proo/ By Corollary 3.5 we have

<^x.p(gO> <M> + <7T^),p(g')>.

By functoriality we have

<**(&), ?(g')> (^vw.g').
Since Z> G Bri^oC^, G), we have tt*Z) g Bri^(G) and <^*tt*Z) g Bri^(G') 0.

Thus <^*tt*Z) 0, hence (tt*(Z>), <K&"0) 0' and the corollary follows.

4. Some lemmas

For an abelian group A we write := Hom(A, Q/Z).

Lemma 4.1. Le£ P ö gnosZ-teZvZoZ A-terns over o nnrader ^ZeZd £. TTzen dze

cononZcoZ mop A : P(A) -> Bra(P)^ Zndwced Zry dze MonZn poZrZng Zs snrjecdve.

Proo/ We have Bra(P) ^ see [38], Lemma 6.9 (ii). By [38], (8.11.2),
the map

A: P(A) -> Bra(P)® /C(A, P)^
is given by the canonical pairing

P(A) x #*(*:, P) -> Q/Z.
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Consider the map /x from the Tate-Poitou exact sequence

(P(A).)* -> P), (28)

see [25], Theorem 5.6 or [14], Theorem 6.3. By (P(A).)^ we mean the eompletion
of P(A). for the topology of open subgroups of finite index. Then the map /x is

induced by A. Since P is a quasi-trivial torus, we have //*(£, P) 0, and we see

from (28) that the map /x is surjective. But by [22], Lemma 4, im /x im A. Thus A

Lemma 4.2. Ifeß ngfe Zzoraogeneons space (no£ n£C£ss<2r/Zy pnnc/poZ) o/ o
connected A-gronp G over o nnrafeer ^ZeZd A. Le£ ZV C G Z?e o connected norraoZ

A-snZ?gronp. Se£ 7 := X/ZV, ond Ze£ tt : X 7 k dze conon/coZ map. PZzen dze

Zndnced map X(A) -> 7(A) Zs open.

Note that the geometrie quotient X/ZV exists in the category of A-varieties by [5],
Lemma 3.1.

Proo/ If r is a nonarehimedean place of A, we denote by 0^ the ring of integers of
Ai;, andby /<y the residue field of 0^. For an 0^-scheme weset Z„ := Z^x^/cy.

Since the morphism tt is smooth, the map X(Äy) -> 7(A^) is open for any place

r of A.

Let iS be a finite set of places of A containing all the archimedean places. Write
0^ for the ring of elements of A that are integral outside *S. Taking S sufficiently
large, we can assume that G and ZV extend to smooth group schemes ^ and JV over
Spec(0^), and that X and 7 extend to homogeneous spaces X of ^ and 2/ of JV*

over Spec(0^) such that 2/ X/JV. In particular, the reduction ZV^ := JV /<y

is connected for r ^ S.

Let r ^ iS and let y„ G 2/(0^). Set Xy^ := X x^/ Spec(0ü), the morphisms
being given by tt and by y„ : Spec (0^) -> 2/. It is an 0^-scheme. Then its reduction

Xy^ is a homogeneous space of the connected -group ZV^ over the finite field /<y.

By Lang's theorem ([31], Theorem 2) X^ has a /c^-point. By Hensel's lemma X^
has an 0^-point. This means that y„ G 7r(X(0v)). Thus 7r(X(0v)) 2/(0^) for
all r ^ iS. It follows that the map X(A) -> 7(A) is open.

4.3. Let X //\G be a homogeneous space of a connected A-group G. Let

vi G X(A). Consider the map : G -> X, g i-> xi.g, itinduces ahomomorphism
7r*^: Br(2T) —Br(G). LetBri(A2 GG, denote the subgroup ofelements & e Br(2T)
such that tt*^(Z?) G Bri(G). The following lemma shows that Bri(X, G)^ does

not depend on xi, so we may write Bri(X, G) instead of Bri(X, G)^i. Note that

Bn(X, G) Bn,„ (X, G) + Br(fc).

is surjective.

Lemma 4.4. PZze snfegronp Bri (X, G)^ C Br(X) does no£ depend on xi.
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Br(X) Br(G).

We see that it suffices to prove that the kernet of ttdoes not depend on xi.
Now if X2 X(A) is another A-point, then X2 xi .g for some g G G(Ä), hence

*2-g' *l-gg' ^ (gg') (Tfjci ° /g)(g').

where Zg denotes the left translation on G by g. Thus

— * 7 * — *
*2 ~~

«
° *1 '

Since Zg is an isomorphism of the underlying variety of G, we see that /* : Br(G) ->
Br(G) is an isomorphism, hence ker jf ker jf which proves the lemma.

Lemma 4.5. Ifea ngfe Aoraogcncows spocc o/o wrapoten/" A-growp G ovcr o
^ZcZd A o/cAoractenstfZc 0. TAcn X(A) Zs non-crap/y ond Zs onc orAZ* o/G(A).

Broo/ By [5], Lemma 3.2 (i), X(Jfc) ^ 0. Let x e X(£), 77 := Stab(x), then 7/ is

unipotent, hence //*(A, //) 1, and therefore X(A) x.G(A).

Corollary 4.6. Lc£IfearZgA^Aoraogcncowsspocco/o wnZpoten^ R-growp G. TAcn

X(R) Zx non-crap/y connected.

Proo/ Since G(R) is connected and X(R) x.G(R), we conclude that X(R) is

connected.

Lemma 4.7. G Ac o wnZpoten/" A-growp ovcr o nwraAcr^ZcZd A. Lc£ X Ac o ngA*
Aomogcnconx xpocc o/G. Lc£ *S C £2 Ac ony non-crap/y ^Zmte o/pZoccs. TAcn

X(A) Zs non-erap/y ond dcnxc Zn X(A^).

Proo/ By [5], Lemma 3.2 (i), X(A) is non-empty. Let xo G X(A), and let 77 C G

denote the stabilizer of xo in G. We have X //\G.
Set g Lie(G). Since g is a vector space and *S 7^ 0, by the classical strong

approximation theorem g is dense in g % A^. Since char(A) 0, we have the

exponential map g -> G, which is an isomorphism of A-varieties. We see that G(A)
is dense in G(A^). Itfollows thatxoG(A) is dense in xqG(A^). Since// is unipotent,
we have 77* (A^, //) 0 for any r> G £2, and therefore xoG(A^) X(A^) for any i>.

It follows that xoG(A^) X(A^) (we use Lang's theorem and Hensel's lemma).
Thus xqG(A) is dense in X(A^), and X(A) is dense in X(A^).
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5. Brauer group

We are grateful to A. N. Skorobogatov, E. Shustin, and T. Ekedahl for helping us to

prove Theorem 5.1 below.

Theorem 5.1. L^Z Ifeß sraoöZZz ZrraiwcZfeZe aZgeferaZc vane/y over an aZgeferaZcaZZy

cZoserZ^ZrZ /: o/cZzaracZ^nsZZc 0. L^Z Gfea cozmecZerf aZgeferaZc growp (noZ neces-
sarZZy ZZnear) rZ^nerZ over acZZng on X. TTzen G(X) acZs on Br(X) ZnvZaZZy.

Proo/ We write //* for //^ (etale eohomology). The Kummer exact sequence

1 /Z^ ^ G"m ^ 1

of multiplieation by « gives rise to a surjective map

f/2(A>„) -»BrOO„,

where Br(X)„ denotes the group of elements of order dividing « in Br(X). Sinee

every element of Br(X) is torsion (beeause Br(X) embeds in Br(X(X)), ef. [20], II,
Corollary 1.8), it is enough to prove the following Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.2. L^Z Ifeß sraoöZZz ZrrerZwcZfeZe aZgeferaZc v<zn>Zy an aZgeferaZozZZy

cZoserZ ^ZeZrZ /: (0/ <zny cZzßracZensZZc). L^Z G fea cozmecZerf <zZg£Z?raZc growp (noZ

n£C£ss<zrZZy ZZn£<zr) rZ^nerZ over <zcZZng on X. L^Z A Z?£ <zyZm'Z£ <zZ?£ZZ<zn growp 0/
0/rZ^r ZnverZZZ?Ze Zn £. TTzen G(X) <zcZ.s on //J^(X, d) ZnvZßZZy/br <zZZ Z.

Proö/Zn cZzßracZenszZc 0. By the Lefschetz principle, we may assume that /: C.
Letg G G(C). We must prove that gactstriviallyon the Betti cohomology/Z^X, A).
Sinee G is connected, the group G(C) is connected, hence we can connect g with
the unit element e G G(C) by a path. We see that the automorphism of X

g* : X -> X, x h-> x.g

is homotopic to the identity automorphism

e* : X -> X, x i-^ x.

It follows that g* acts on //^(X, A) as e*, i.e. trivially.

To prove Theorem 5.2 in any characteristic, we need two lemmas.

Lemma 5.3. L^Z X, T Z?£ sraoöZZz aZgeferaZc v<zn£ZZ£s an <zZg£Z?raZc<zZZy cZoserZ

^ZeZrZ A: (ö/<my cZzßracZensZZc). L^Z d Z?£ ß^nZz^ <zZ?£ZZ<zn gronp ö/or<cZer ZnverZZZ?Ze Zn

CtmsZrZer zZze prq/ecZZon py : X x T -> T. PZzen zZze ZzZgZz^r rZZrecZ Zra<zg£ P* (pr)* A
Zn zZze eZßZe ZopoZogy Zs Z/ze pwZZZ?<zc£ o/zZze <zZ?£ZZ<zn growp /P (X, A) consZrZ^rerZ <zs <z

^Zz^ß/on Spec(X).
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Proo/ Consider the commutative diagram

X Xfc r ** X

7 ———> Spec (£),

here X 7 is the fibre product of X and 7 with respect to the structure morphisms
xx and X7. Clearly ZF (yx)*^4 is the constant sheaf on Spec (£) with stalk 77' (X, ^4).

By [13], Th. finitude, Theorem 1.9 (ii), the sheaf ZF (/?y)*^4 on 7 is the pullback of
the constant sheaf ZF (^7) *^4 on Spec (£) along the morphism X7 : 7 -> Spec (£),
which concludes the proof.

Let y G T(£). It defines a canonical morphism /yl^Ix^ such that

7?x ° /j idz and py o p o ^ : X —>• 7.

Lemma 5.4. X, 7 Z?£ ftvo aZg^ZraZc varZe/Zes over an aZg^ZraZcaZZy cZosed

/z^Zd Z (o/any cZzaracterZs/Zc). 4 Z?£ ayZmte aZ^ZZan gronp o/oni^r Znverft'ZZe Zn

For o cZos£<Z poZn/^ y G 7 conxZJ^r mop /y I ^ I x 7 <Z^n£<Z oZ?ov£. Zjf 7
Zx ZrredwcZZZe, z7^ mop

// : 7/' (X x7,A)^ 77' (X, X)

Joes nctf dopend on y.

ZVoo/ Let ?7 G ZF(X x 7,4). Then defines a global section A(y/) of the sheaf

^(Zr)*^4 (via compatible local sections Z7 i-> ^|vrxc/ e ZF(X x G, 4) of the

corresponding presheaf, for all etale open subsets C7 -> 7). By Lemma 5.3 the sheaf

(Ff)*^4 is a constant sheaf with stalk ZF (X, 4). It is easy to see that

/;0) A(j?)(J;)7/'(Z,Z).
Since 7 is irreducible, it is connected, hence the global section A(y/) of the constant
sheaf ZF (j?^)*4 on 7 is constant, and therefore A(y/)(y) does not depend on y. Thus

/y* (77) does not depend on y.

ZVoo/o/TZ^orera 5.2 Zn ony cZzaracterZs/Zc. Consider the map

wi:IxG^I, (x, g) i-> x.g

(the action). Let £ G ZF(X, 4). Set 77 m*£ G ZF(X x G,4). For a £-point
g G G(£) consider the map /g: X IxG defined by x i-> (x,g), as above.
Since x.g m(x, g) m(/g(x)), we have

^ />'? /;»;e7/'X4
By Lemma 5.4 /*77 does not depend on g. Thus g*£ does not depend on g. This

means that G(£) acts on ZF (X, 4) trivially.
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6. Homogeneous Spaces of simply connected groups

In the proof of the main theorem we shall need a result about strong approximation
in homogeneous Spaces of semisimple simply connected groups with connected sta-

bilizers. If X //\G is such a homogeneous space, since G is semisimple and

simply connected, the group Br(G) is trivial (see [18], corollary in the Introduction),
henceBri,*o(X,G) Br^OO.

Theorem 6.1 (Colliot-Thelene and Xu). Lc£ Gfe a scraZsZrapZc sZrapZy connected

Z:-grönp over n nnraZ?cr0cZd Z:, nnd Ze£ // C G Z?c n connected snfegronp. Se£

X := //\G. Lc£ 5 fe ß non-emp/y ^n/te set o/pZoce^ o/Z: sncZz G(Z:) Zs

den^e Zn G(A^). TTzen dzc 5et o/poZnte x E X(A) sncZz (Z?,x) 0/or oZZ

Z> E Bri^oOC G) Br^(X) coZncZde^ wZdz dzc cZo^nre o/^Zze 5et X(Z:).G(Z:s) Zn

X(A) /or dzc odeZZc tepoZogy.

Proo/ This is very close to a result of Colliot-Thelene and Xu, see [11], Theo-

rem 3.7 (b). Since their result is not stated in these terms in [11], we give here a proof
of Theorem 6.1, following their argument.

We prove the nontrivial inclusion of the theorem. Let x E X(A) be orthogonal
to Br^(X). Then by [11], Theorem 3.3, there exists xi E X(£) and g E G(A) such

that x xi.g. Let C X(A) be an open neighbourhood of x. Clearly there
exists an open neighbourhood Wg C G(A) of g such that for any g' E Wg we have

xi.g' E By assumption G(Z:) is dense in G(A^), hence G(Z:).G(Z:s) is dense in
G(A). It follows that there exist go E G(Z:) and gs E G(Z:s) such that gogs E Wg,
then xi.go.g^ E Set X2 xi.go, then X2 E X(Z:) and X2.gs E Thus x
lies in the closure of the set X(Z:).G(Z:s) in X(A) for the adelic topology. This proves
the nontrivial inclusion.

We prove the trivial inclusion. Letxi E X(Z:),gs E G(Z:s)andZ) E BrG^(X, G).
Clearly we have (Z), xi) 0. By Corollary 3.6 we have (Z>, xi.gs) (Z?,xi) 0. By
Lemma 6.2 below we have (Z>, x) 0 for any x in the closure of the set X(Z:).G(Z:s).

Lemma 6.2. Lc£ Ikß sraöödz gccrac/rZcnZZy ZntegraZ vnnc/y cvcr n nnraZ?cr0cZd
Zx Lc^Z? E Br(X). 77zcn dzc/nncdcn

X(A) -> Q/Z: x i-> (Z>, x)

Zs ZccnZZy ccnsten^ Zn x/cr dzc ndcZZc tepcZcgy Zn X(A).

Prcc/ Arguing as in [38], Proof of Lemma 6.2, we can reduce our lemma to the
local case. In other words, it is enough to prove that for any completion Z^ of Z: the
function

06 : X(Z^) -> Br(Z^): x i-> Z)(x)
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is locally constant in x. This follows from non-published results from the thesis of
Antoine Ducros, cf. [16], Part II, Propositions (0.31) and (0.33).

Since those results of Ducros are not published, we give another proof of this
fact. We are grateful to J.-L. Colliot-Thelene and to the referee for this proof. Let
x G X(&u). The problem is local, so we can replace X by an affine open subset

containing x. From now on, X is assumed to be affine over
To show that the map 0& is locally constant around x, we may replace Z? by

Z? — Z?(x) G Br(X). Now we have Z?(x) 0 and we want to prove that 0& is zero in
a topological neighbourhood of x.

Since X is a smooth affine -variety, by a result by Hoobler (see [28], Corollary 1)

there exists a class 77 g 7/*(X, PGL„) such that & is the image of 77 by the usual

coboundary map. The class 77 is represented by an X-torsor /: 7 -> X under

PGL„.
For x' G X(£„) let 77 (x') G //* (A;, PGL„) denote the image of 77 under the map

(x')* : (X, PGL„) -> 7/* (&u, PGLjj). Consider the exact sequence

1 i(fc»>GL„) -> //i(^,PGL„) Br(fc„).

It is clear that Z?(x') A(t7(x')). From the exact sequence we see that Z?(x') 0 if
and only if 77 (x') 1. On the other hand, clearly 77 (x') is the class of the £„-torsor
/~*(V) under PGL„. It follows that Z?(x') 0 if and only if /~*(V) contains a

-point, i.e. x' /(y) for some y G 7(&u). Hence the set of points x' G X(&u)
such that Z?(x') 0 is exactly the subset /(X^)) of X(&u). We now conclude by the

implicit function theorem: since / : 7 -> X is a smooth morphism of /^-schemes,
the image /(T^)) is an open subset of X(&u). Therefore, 07, is zero on the open
neighbourhood /(7(£„)) of x, which concludes the proof.

7. Proof of the main theorem

Throughout this section we consider X //\G satisfying the assumptions of The-

orem 1.4. Let x G X(A) be an adelic point, we write x (xAxxO, where
x^ G X(A^), Xoo £ X(fcoo). Let 5 be a finite set of places of £ containing all

archimedean places, and we set S/ := D Let c X(A^) be an open neigh-
bourhood of xA For i> G £200, we set to be the connected component of x„ in
X(&u). We set Wx,oo : ^x,oo is the connected component of
Xoo in X(&oo). We set

Wx := x Wx,oo C X(A)

and

:= lfr.G(fcs,) x
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where and Wj^oo Wx,oo-G^(Xoo) (because

G^(Xoo) is a connected topological group, see [34], Theorem 5.2.3). Then
and are open neighbourhoods of x in X(A). We say that is specZaZ

o/x rZ^n^rZ fry Wj^.
For the sake of the argument it will be convenient to introduce Property (P^) of a

pair (X, G):

Fbr any poZn^ x £ X(A) oft/zogonaZ Bri(X, G), anrZ/or any open n^Zg/z-

Z?6>wr/z<96>rZ tf/x-^, ^ sef X(X).G^(Xs) PI (or egwZvaZen/iy ^^ X(X) Fl or ^^M/vaZ^nrfy ^ X(X).G^(Xsy) PI W^) Zs non-erap/y,
/*

w/zere Tfx Zs specZaZ n^Zgtoowr/zoorZ o/x rZ^n^rZ fry Wj^.

The nontrivial part of Theorem 1.4 precisely says that property (P^) holds for any
X, G and *S as in the theorem.

We Start proving Theorem 1.4. The structure of the proof is somewhat similar to
that of Theorem A.l of [7].

7.1. First reduction. We reduce Theorem 1.4 to the case G^ 1. Let X and G be

as in the theorem. We represent G as an extension

1 _ G"" -» G -* G"*' -* 1,

where G^ is a connected linear algebraic £-group and G^^ is an abelian variety
over We use the notation of 1.1. Set G' := G/G*\ 7 := X/G7 We have a

canonical epimorphism </9: G -> G' and a canonical smooth ^-equivariant morphism

^: z -* 7. We have G'''" G'"7G", hence G'" 1. We have G= G

hence IH(G'^*) is finite.
Assume that the pair (7, G') has Property (P^). We prove that the pair (X, G)

has this property. Let x £ X(A) be a point orthogonal to Bri(X, G). Set y :

^(x) £ 7(A). By functoriality, y is orthogonal to Bri(7, G'). Let be as in

(P^), and let be the special neighbourhoods of x defined by Note that

K^. Kp x Kx.oo, where Kp is an open subset of ATA^). Indeed, G®(fc„) is
connected for all u £ £2oo [34], Theorem 5.2.3).

Set 1p := C T(Ap t£y := VC^z) C T(A) and 1£'y := VC^z)
7(A). Since G^ is connected, by Lemma 4.2 is open in 7(A-^) and W7 and

are open in 7(A). Set := By [7], Lemma A.2, for each u £ £2oo the
set is the connected component of y„ in 7(/^). Set

"^y,oo •= ff
u G r2
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We have W7 x We see that W7 is the special neighbourhood of y
defined by From the split exact sequence

1 -* G" -» G» -» G'* -» 1,

we see that the map G^(&s) -> G'^(Xs) is surjective. Note that G'* G'^. It
follows that

1/y Wy.G*"(Jfcs) Wy.G'*(fcs) 1/y.G'*"(Jfcs).

Since the pair (7, G') has Property (P^), there exists a £-point yo G 7(X) H

Let X^ denote the fibre of X over yo. It is a homogeneous space of the unipotent
group G7 By Lemma 4.7, Xj^(X) 7^ 0 and X^ has the strong approximation
property away from £200' the set Xy^fX) is dense in X^(A^). Consider the set

:= Xj;q(A^) fl By Corollary 4.6, for any u g £2qo the set Xj^(Xu)
is connected, and by Lemma 4.5, Xj^(Xu) is one orbit under G**(Xu). Set V :

V X Xy„(fcoo).
Let u G £2oo- We show that Xj^(Xu) C Since yo G

there exists a point x^ G such that yo Clearly x^ G Xj^(Xu). Since

Xj^(Xu) is one orbit under G**(Xu), we see that Xj^(Xu) Xu.G**(Xu) C

because G" is a connected group. Thus (^00) G ^Xx,oo and V C «/ X

^x,oo ^7, hence V c X^(A) D

Since yo G X C^)> the set V is non-empty. Since by Lemma 4.7 X^ (X) is dense

in Xyo(A-^), there is a point xo G Xj^(X) D V. Clearly xo G X(X) D Thus
the pair (X, G) has Property (P^). We see that in the proof of Theorem 1.4 we may
assume that G^ 1.

7.2. Second reduction. By [7], Proposition 3.1 we may regard X as a homogeneous

space of another connected group G' such that G^ {1}, G'^ is semisimple simply
connected, and the stabilizers of the geometric points of X in G' are linear and

connected. We have G'^ G^, hence G^^ G^ (because G^ G^ and
G/scu _ g/sc^ foiiows from the construction in the proof of Proposition 3.1 of
[7] that there is a surjective homomorphism G^" -> by assumption
III(Gabvar) finite, we obtain from [7], Lemma A.3 that III(G'**"") is finite.

Let us prove that if a point x G X(A) is orthogonal to Bri(X, G), then it is

orthogonal to Bri(X, G'). More precisely, we prove that Bri(X, G') is a subgroup

ofBn(XG).
By construction (see [7], proof of Proposition 3.1), there is an exact sequence of

connected algebraic groups
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where Gi is the quotient of G by the central subgroup Z(G) D // and S is a £-torus.
Consider the following natural commutative diagram

G

where the maps tt, tt' and tti are the natural quotient maps. From this diagram, we
deduce the following one, where the second line is exact (see the top row of diagram
(11)):

Br(X)

Br(G)

Therefore, the injectivity of the map g* : Br(Gi) -> Br(G') implies that the nat-
ural inclusion Bri^(X, Gi) C Bri^o(Z, G') is an equality. And by functoriality
Bri^oO". Gl) is a subgroup of Bri^A", G).

Thus Bri ^o(Z, G') Bri^o(Z, Gi) is a subgroup of Bri ^(A, G). It fol-
lows that if a point x e Z(A) is orthogonal to Bri(A, G), then it is orthogonal to
BnCY.G').

Thus if Theorem 1.4 holds for the pair (X, G'), then it holds for (X, G). We
see that we may assume in the proof of Theorem 1.4 that G^ is reductive, G^ is

simply connected, and the stabilizers of the geometric points of X in G are linear and

connected.

Now in order to prove Theorem 1.4 it is enough to prove the following Theo-

rem 7.3.

Theorem 7.3. Le£ Z?e o nnrafeer^e/d, G o connected £-gronp, ond X := //\G o
Zzoraogeneons spoce o/G wzYA connected staZn'Z/zer //. Axsnrae:
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(i) <?" {!},

(ii) // C G*"\ Z.£. // Zs ZZnea?;

(iii) G®® Zs sZrapZy connected,

(iv) III(G^^) Zs^ZnZte.

Le£ aS D ^oo Z?e n^ZnZte se£ o/pZnces o/Z: contaZnZng nZZ nrcZnVnedenn pZnces. We

nvsnrae dzctf G®^(P) Zs dense Zn G^(A^). P/zen dze pnZr (X, G) Zzns Proper/y (P^).

The homogeneous space X defines a natural homomorphism 77*°*" -> G®^. We
first prove a erueial special case of Theorem 7.3.

Proposition 7.4. WZdz dze Zzypodzeses o/P/zeorera 7.3, nvsnrae dzctf 77*°*" Zn/ec7s Znte

G®^ (Z.e. // DG®® 77®®**), nnddzctfdzeZzoraoraorp/n'sraBri^(G®^) -> Bri^(77*°*")
Zx snrjecdve. PZzen dze pnZr (X, G) Zzns Proper/y (P^).

Construction 7.5. Set 7 := X/G®®. Then 7 is a homogeneous space of the semi-
abelian variety G®^\ hence it is a tersor of some semiabelian variety G'. We have
g/abvar _ ^abvar^ HI(G'**"") is finite. We have a canonical smooth morphism
1/r: X -> r.

To prove Proposition 7.4 we need a number of lemmas and propositions.

The following proposition is erueial for our proof of Proposition 7.4 by devissage.

Proposition 7.6. Le£ G, X Z?e ns Zn ProposZdon 7.4. Le£ 7, t/t : X -> 7 Z?e ns Zn

Constencdon 7.5. Le^Xo G X(P), yo •= ^yo V^~Ujo) Vo.G®®. PZzen

dze nnteraZ pnZZfencZ: Zzoraoraorp/n'sra

i*:Bri,^(X,G)^Brxo(Xy„)
Zs .snrjecdve.

Note that Br^C^o' ~ Br^CX^) because Br(G®®) 0.

Construction 7.7. Consider the map tt^o : G -> X, g i-> xo.g. This map identifies
X (resp. Xyo) with a quotient of G (resp. G®®) by a connected subgroup 77' (resp.
77'^), so we have

X //'\G,
and

/C"\G^.
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We dehne a Z:-variety Z by

z := f/"""\G

and denote by zo £ Z(£) the image of e £ G(£). We have a commutative diagram
of Z:-varieties:

i i

1 //'SSU ——//' -

1 G« ^ G

*0

1

7/tor
/

/ £sab ^ l

^ Z

l

where the hrst two rows and the last column are exact sequences of connected alge-
braic groups, and the other maps are the natural maps between the different homoge-
neous spaces.

The following two lemmas are versions of exact sequence (9) of Theorem 2.8.

Lemma 7.8. rZze/e>ZZe>w/ng segwence zs exac/v

Bn,,(G^) % Bn,z„(Z, G) Z+ Brxo(^o) 0.

Proo/ We use the functoriality of exact sequence (9) of Theorem 2.8 to get the

following commutative diagram with exact columns. Here the second column is the

exact sequence (9) for Z //'^\G and the third column is exact sequence (9)
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applied to //'^'\G^.

Pic(7/'^)

^G/Z

Br^e(G —-—> Bri^g(Z, G)

Br^e(G Bri^(G)

Pic(G^) 0

: Pic(7/'^)

/* Br*o (X^)

Bn,«(G») 0.

(29)

We have Pic(G^) 0 and Bri^(G^) 0 by [38], Lemma 6.9 (iv), because G^ is

simply connected. From the bottom row of diagram (11) of Corollary 2.12 we get an

exact sequence

Bn,,(G^) Bn,,(G) A Bri,g(G^),

where /: G^ G is the canonical embedding. But Bri^(G^) 0, therefore the

homomorphism /?* : Bri^(G^) -> Bri^(G) is surjective. The composition r o /
being the trivial morphism, the second row of the diagram is a complex. A diagram
chase in diagram (29) proves the exactness of the sequence of the lemma.

Lemma 7.9. 77z£ segwence

Bn,^(x, G) ^ Bn ~,(z, G) ^ Bn,«(#"»)

/Vgg/ We consider the following diagram, in which the middle column and the last

row are the exact sequences Coming from exact sequence (9) of Theorem 2.8, and the
last column is the exact sequence Coming from the exact bottom row of diagram (11)
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of Corollary 2.12:

Pic(tf') (30)

Pic(tf')

Ag/X

Pic(7/'^) :

^G/Z

Bn,^(x, G) Bn,^(z, G)^Bn,,(//"*)

*0 Bri,,(G) Bn,Bn,*o(VG)

We prove that the diagram is commutative. In this diagram the two first columns
dehne a commutative diagram by functoriality, and the second row is a complex. By
construction we have g o u ;^z°Ä,hence in the diagram wehaveu*og* /z*ojr^.
Let us prove the commutativity of the Square in the top right-hand corner, i.e. let us

prove that g* o A^/z A#//#tor. We observe that the following diagram of torsors
under is cartesian:

Ä

7Tz -Z,
i.e. //'. In other words, the //^-torsor //' is the pullback of the

Z-torsor G by the morphism -> Z. Therefore, if

i 7/i -» 7/' 1

is a central extension representing an element /? e Pic(//'^) via the isomorphism
Ext£(//'^, G^j) Pic(//'^), we get a commutative diagram:

^1(2 ^/SSU)
3//i

7P(Z, <G^)

9//,
//1 (//tor^ L*. £/2
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such that g*[G] [7/'] in 77* (77*°*", 77'^). We deduce from this diagram that

S*(3//i([G])) 3//i ([//']) in i.e. that A/r/zM/O g*(AG/z(/0)
in Br(77*°^). Therefore the top right-hand Square in diagram (30) is commutative.

Returning to diagram (30), we see that its commutativity and the exactness of the
last two columns and of the last row imply, via an easy diagram chase, that the second

row of (30) is also exact, hence the sequence of the lemma is exact.

For an alternative proof of Lemma 7.9 we need the following generalization of
Proposition 2.8:

Proposition 7.10. A Ae o/^Zd o/cAoractensAc

1 -* 7/i -* G -» f/a -* 1

on exact segwence o/connected Z/neor oZgeAra/c gron/xs over A. Le£ tt : Z -> X
ond tt': F Z k ftvo raorpA/sras o/oZgeAra/c vonedes sncA tA<z7 tAe composite
F -> X Zx on X-tersor nnder G, sncA dzctf dze reste/cdon te> //i o/TAe ocdon o/G
on F de/znes dze stenctere o/o Z-tersor nnder //i on F, ond sncA dzctf Z -> X Zx o
tersor nnder 7/2 v/o dze /ndnced ocdon. FAen we Aove o noteroZ exoc£ seqnence

(7)1 TT* F
Pic(Z) Pic(^a) —^ Bri(X, 7) — Bri(Z, 7) -X Br^Ofe). (31)

7/7n odd/don z G Z(A), we Aove an exoc£ seqnence

Pic(Z) L Pic(^a) Bn,x(X, 7) A Bn,x(Z, 7) L Br^Ofe), (32)

wAere x G X(A) A dze Anoge o/z.

Proo/ As in the end of the proof of Theorem 2.8, we construct the exact sequence
(31) from the top row of diagram (8) applied to the torsor Z -> X:

C£>i Az/x jj-* m*—
Pic(Z) -V Pic(i/2) —^ Br(Z) — Br(Z) Br(#2 x Z). (33)

Dehne a map ^ • Br(Z, F) -> Br1^(7/2) to be the composition

ra* ^Z+A«2
Bn(z,7) Bn(z xftjx G) « Bn,«(^2.G) ® Bn(z,7)

^Bn,x^2,G)
where the morphism /?£ + is an isomorphism by Lemma 3.1, and is the

projectionontothehrstfactor. Note that Br^ (7/2, G) Bri^TG) as a consequence
of the injectivity of the homomorphism Br(7/2) -> Br(G), which comes from the
exactness of the top row of diagram (11) of Corollary 2.12 and the fact that Pic(G) ->
Pic(77i) is onto (see [38], Remark 6.11.3).
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Consider the diagram

Bn (z,r>

*>2

Bi"i,<,(7/2)

^z Bn(7/2 x z,g x r)
^Z+T/7

Bri,e(^2)®Bri(Z,r).

(34)

This diagram is commutative. Since i# is a canonical embedding, we see that

ker<^ ker(m* — /?^).
We prove that sequence (31) is exact. We use the exactness of (33). We know

from Theorem 2.8 that the map A^/j: Pic(//2) -> Br(Z) lands in Bri(Z, Z).
Since Bri(Z, 7) D Bri(Z, Z), the map Az/j : Pic(//2) -> Bri(Z, 7) is defined.
We obtain a commutative diagram with an exact long horizontal line and exact vertical
lines:

Bri(Z,r)^^Bri(Z,7)

Pic(Z) Pic(//2) Z/Z Br(Z)

Br(Z)

Br(Z) ^ Br(//2 x Z)

Br(7).
(35)

Now we see immediately that sequence (31) is exact atPic(7/2) andBri(Z, 7). Since

ker(m* —/?J) ker in diagram (34), it follows from the exactness of (33) at Br(Z)
that sequence (31) is exact at Bri(Z, 7). Thus (31) is exact, which completes the

proof.

7.11. Alternative proof of Lemma 7.9. We consider the exact sequence of linear
algebraic groups

1 -> //' //' -> i/* 1

^/SSU
and the torsors ttz • G ^ Z and g: Z > Z. The composition : G ^ Z
is naturally a torsor under 7/'. Therefore, we can apply Proposition 7.10 to get the

exact sequence

Pic(Z) > Bn,^(z, G) Bn,^(z, G) ^ Bn,«(i/«),
which concludes the proof.
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7.12. Proof of Proposition 7.6. We have a commutative diagram

0

41

Bri,*o(XG) (^jo)

Bri,<,(G

Bri,zo(Z,'r)

Bri,g(// 0,

where the last row is exact by assumption, and the two slanted sequences are also

exact by Lemmas 7.8 and 7.9. A diagram chase shows that the homomorphism

Bn^,(X,G)^Br^(X^)
is surjective, which completes the proof of Proposition 7.6.

For the proof of Proposition 7.4 we need three lemmas.

Lemma 7.13. Let G, X Z?£ m ProposzY/on 7.4 and 7 := X/G^. Let ^: X -> 7
Z?£ tAe cßnomcßZ map. L^XI,X2 G •— 0 — 1>2).

r/: Bri(A, G)/Br(/:) -> Br(X;)/Br(/:) Z?£ ^ res/Wc/fon /zomomorp/z/xmx. PZzen

^Zzere emfa ß cßnomcßZ AomorpZzAm A^2 : Br(Xi)/Br(A:) Br(X2)/Br(/:) swcZz

^Zzotf tAe/ö/Zcnv/ng d/agrara commMto:

Bri(X,G)/Br(lk) Brj (X, G)/Br(&) (36)

ri 7*2

Br(Xi)/Br(fc) Br(*2)/Br(fc).

Proo/ Choose g G G(£) such that xi X2.g. Then we have tH*i)
hence thus Ai X2.g. We obtain commutative
diagrams

X2 —Xj Br(X) —-—^ Br(X)
r^i r^i

and

1 g 1 * *
X »- X Br(Xi) —-—> Br(X2).
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By Theorem 5.1g*: Br(X) -> Br(X) is the identity map. Therefore, the follow-
ing diagram

BrOO/BrOfc) Br(X)/Br(l)

ri 7*2

Br(Xi)/Br(Ä:) Br(^2)/Br(*:)

Ml M2

Br(*i) Br(X2)

is eommutative.
Here ri and r2 are surjeetive by Proposition 7.6, white /xi and /X2 are injeetive by

Lemma 7.14 below. Clearly we can dehne the dotted arrow (in a unique way) such

that the diagram with this new arrow will be also eommutative. The top Square of
this new diagram is the desired diagram (36).

Lemma 7.14. Le£ X := //\G, wZzere G Zs o sZrapZy connected seraZsZrapZe £-gronp
over o^ZeZd /: o/cZzoracterZsdc 0, ond // C G Zs o connected £-snZ?gronp sncZz

//tor 1. TTzen Br(X)/Br(/:) Zs^ZnZte ond dze cononZcoZ ZzoraoraorpZn'sra

Br(X)/Br(l) -* Br(X)

Z.s Znjecdve.

Proo/ Let xo denote the image of e e G(£) in X(£). We have a canonical isomor-

phism Br(X)/Br(/:) ^ Br^(Z).
By Theorem 2.8 we have a canonical exact sequence

Pic(G) -* Pic(tf) -* Bn,^(X, G) -» Bn,e(G),

where by [38], Lemma 6.9 (iv), we have Pic(G) 0 and Bri^(G) 0. Moreover,
by [18] wehaveBr(G) 0, henceBri^(X, G) Br^(Z). We obtain a canonical

isomorphism Br^X) ^ Pic(/d), functorial in
We have // hence Pic(//) Pic(//^). In the eommutative diagram

Br(X)/Br(X) —Pic(JT")

Br(Z) Pic(M^)

the right vertical arrow is clearly injeetive, hence so is the left one.
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Lemma 7.15. X := //\G, wZzere G Zs a connected Z:-gronp over n nnrafeer^ZeZd

nnd // C G Zs n connected ZZneor Z:-snZ?gronp. Le£ Af C Bri(X, G)/Br(X) Z?e o
^ZnZte snfeet Le£ y := (yy, yoo) G X(A-^) x X(Xoo) A(A) Z?e opoZn£ ordzogonoZ

to Af wZdz respec^ to dze Man/n poZnng. Le£ Woo denote dze connected component o/
joo Zn X(Xoo). TTzen dzere exZste an open neZgZzfeonrZzood C X(A-^) o/y/ sncZz

dz<te x Woo Zs ordzogonoZ to Af.

Proo/ It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.2, using the finiteness of Af.

7.16. Recall that X //\G. Let xo be the image of e g G(X) in X(X). Set

Xo := xo.G^. By assumption // D G^ 7/^7 By Lemma 7.14 Br(Xo)/Br(X)
is a finite group. By Proposition 7.6 the map Bri (X, G)/Br(X) -> Br(Xo)/Br(X) is

surjeetive. We ehoose a finite subset Af C Bri(X, G)/Br(X) such that Af surjects
onto Br(Xo)/Br(X).

Now let xi G X(X) be any other point. Set Xi := xi.G^. It follows from
Lemma 7.13 that Af C Bri(X, G)/Br(X) surjects onto Br(Xi)/Br(X).

7.17. Proof of Proposition 7.4. Let x e X(A) be orthogonal to Bri^X, G). Let
be an open neighbourhood of the A-^-part x-^ of x. Let be the special

neighbourhood of x defined by
Let Af C Bri(X, G)/Br(X) be as in 7.16. Then x is orthogonal to M. By Lern-

ma 7.15 there exists an open neighbourhood of x-^ such that the corresponding
special neighbourhood W of x in X(A) is orthogonal to M. We may assume that

C then c W, hence is orthogonal to M.
Let 7 and t/t: X ^ 7 be as in Construction 7.5 (i.e. 7 := X/G^). Set y :=

^(x) G 7(A). Since x is orthogonal to Bri^(X, G), we see by functoriality that

y is orthogonal to Bri^(7, G^). Clearly there is a semiabelian variety G' such

that 7 is a (trivial) principal homogeneous space of G'. We have a morphism of
pairs (7, G^) -> (7, G'), hence ahomomorphismBri(7, G') -> Bri(7, G^). But
Bri (7, G') Bri(7), hence y is orthogonal to the group Bri (7). As in the First

reduction, see 7.1, we define := and we construct the corresponding
special open neighbourhood W7 of y. By [7], Lemma A.2, for any c G ^00 we
have VC^x>) We see that tH^x) is an open subset of 7(A) of the form

x Koo, where C 7(A-^) is an open subset and Koo ELeftoo ^7^»
where C 7(Xü) is the connected component of y„. Then Woo is the connected

component of Xoo in X(Xoo)- Now since 7 is a torsor of the semiabelian variety
G' with finite Tate-Shafarevich group, by [22], Theorem 4, there exists a £-point

ji e y(fc) n
Let X^ denote the fibre of X over yi. Consider the set V := X^ (A) D it

is open in X^ (A). Since yi G tH^x), the set V is non-empty: there exists a point
x' (x(,) G V. In particular, X^^) 7^ 0 for any c G £2^. The variety X^ is a

homogeneous space of G^ with geometric stabilizer // D G^ 77 The group G^
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is semisimple simply connected by (iii). The group is connected and character-

free, i.e. (7/ssuyor i ßy [4], Corollary 7.4, the fact that X^ has points in all real

completions of is enough to ensure that X^ has a £-point. Note that Br(G^) 0

by [18], hence Bri (X^, G^) Br(Xj^). Since is orthogonal to Af, we see that
V C is orthogonal to M. Since Af surjects onto Br(Xj^)/Br(X), see 7.16, we
see that V is orthogonal to Br(Xy^). By Theorem 6.1 (due to Colliot-Thelene and

Xu) there is a point of the form xi.gs in V, where xi e X^ (X) and G G^(Ps).
It follows that the set V.G^(Xs) contains a -point of X^. Clearly V.G^(Ps) C

Wx.G^(Xs)- Thus Wx.G^(Xs) contains a £-point of X, which shows that the pair
(X, G) has Property (P^). This completes the proof of Proposition 7.4.

Let us resume the proof of Theorem 7.3. We need a construction.

Construction 7.18. We follow an idea of a construction in the proof of [7], Theo-

rem 3.5. By Lemma 3 in [9] there exists a coflasque resolution of the torus i.e.

an exact sequence of £-tori

o -» 77"* -> F -> g -> 0

where P is a quasi-trivial torus and 2 is a coflasque torus. Recall that a torus is

coflasque if for any field extension X/P we have //*(X, 2) 0, where 2 is the
character group of 2- Consider the £-group F := G x P. The group // maps
diagonally into F, and we can consider the quotient homogeneous space IT :

//\F of F. There is a natural morphism F IT -> X. We have F^"" — gabvar^

hence III(F^^) is finite. We have a canonical homomorphism /por -> i^ab^

this homomorphism is clearly injective. Let us prove the following fact, which is

necessary to apply Proposition 7.4 to the homogeneous space IT of F.

Lemma 7.19. WzYA 7.18, pwZZfeacX ZzoraoraorpZz/sra

Bri,«(F^) -> Bn,,(7/"*)
Zs sw/yecft've.

Proo/ By definition, we have the following exact commutative diagram:

0 0

1 I
gsab gsab

i l
0 7/' F®^ G®** x F ^ 5 0 (37)

II I I
0 >- 7/' >- F >- ß >- 0

I I
0 0
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where is defined to be the quotient T^aty^tor ^ ^ maps are the natural

ones. The group is a semi-abelian variety. By assumption <2 is a coflasque torus.
Therefore

ß) ^ n ö)=n ß)=o-
v real v real

Denote by M77 := [0 -> F^] (resp. M5 := [0 -> S]) the 1-motive (in degrees
—1 and 0) associated to the semi-abelian variety F^ (resp. S), and by M77* (resp.
M5*) its Cartier dual (see [25], Section 1, page 97, for the definition of the Cartier
dual of a 1-motive). We call a sequence of 1-motives over ä; exact if the associated

sequence of complexes of fppf sheaves on Spec(F) is exact.

Considering diagram (37) as an exact diagram in the category of 1-motives over
we get a commutative exact diagram of 1-motives:

0 > [0 -> //**] » > Ms > 0

0 ^ [0 -* 7/'] ^ [0 -> P] v [0 -> ß] ^ 0.

We can dualize this diagram to get the following commutative diagram of 1-motives:

0 > [ß -> 0] > [P -> 0] » [TP -> 0] 0

0 >- Ms* >- Mf* >- [//tor -> 0] 0.

This diagram is exact as a diagram of complexes of fppf sheaves since the 1-motive
[0 -> /F°*"] is associated to a Ä>torus (see [2], Remark 1.3.4). Hence this exact

diagram induces a commutative exact diagram in hypercohomology:

7/2(jfc, p) > > #3^ g) 0

77^, Mf *) >- //2(yt, tftar) Ms*)

Therefore the map //*(/:, M77*) -> 7/^(7:,/F°*") is surjective. But by [26], be-

ginning of Section 4, there are natural maps ^ : //*(£, M77*) -> Bri^(G^) and

^tor: /F°*") -> Bri^(//^) such that the second map is the canonical isomor-
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phism of [38], Lemma 6.9 (ii). Hence we get a commutative diagram

7/1 (1, *) ^ 7/2(1, tftor)

£//tor

Bri,g(G ^Br !,<,(//«"')•

Since the top map is surjective, so is the bottom one.

Let x G A(A) be a point, and assume that x is orthogonal to Bri(X, G). The

map Z: IL -> X is a torsor under a quasi-trivial torus, and we want to lift x to some
u; G 1L(A) orthogonal to Bri (IL, F). To do this, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 7.20. WzZ/z Z/ze noZaZ/on, Z/ze torsor Z:IL //\F^X wnrfer z/ze

#wßs/-Znv/<zZ Zorws P mr/wces a canomcaZ exacZ

0 -> Bri,^,(X, G) L Bn,^(W, F) ^ Bn,*(P),

Xo Zs Z/ze /raage o/e G G(£) and Wo /s Z/ze /raage o/e G F(£).

Proa/ We first dehne the map </9 of the lemma. The pullback homomorphism:

Br(lL) —> Br(P) sendsthesubgroupBri^Q(lL, F) intoBri^(F). ButF GxP,
hence thanks to [38], Lemma 6.6, we have a natural isomorphism Bri^(F) ^
Bri^(G) 0 Bri^(P). We compose this map with the second projection

7T/>: Bri,g(G) © Bri,«,(/>) -> Bri,<,(/>).

So we dehne a morphism </9 := prpojr^: Bri^o(^ F) -> Bri^(P). Themorphism
Z* : Br^^ (X, G) -> Bri^o (IL, F) in the lemma is induced by the morphism of pairs
Z: (IL, F) -> (X, G). By Theorem 2.8 we have an exact sequence

Pic(P) -> Br(X) L Br(W).

The torus P is quasi-trivial, therefore by Lemma 6.9 (ii) of [38], the group Pic(P)
is trivial, so the homomorphism Z*: Br(X) -> Br(lL) is injective. In particular,
the homomorphism Z* : Bri^(X, G) -> Bri^o(^ F) in Lemma 7.20 is injective.
Therefore, it just remains to prove the exactness of the sequence of the lemma at the
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term Bri^o(^, F). Consider the diagram

Pic(tf) Bn,xo(X, G) Bn,e(G) » Bn,,(7/)

z*

Pic(//) F) Bn,*(F) Bn,,(7/)

Bn,«(F)^=Bn,«(P)
where the rows come from Theorem 2.8. The commutativity of this diagram is a

consequence of the functoriality of the exact sequences of Theorem 2.8 and of the
defmition of the map </9. We conclude the proof of the exactness of the second column
of the diagram by an easy diagram chase, using the exactness of the two first rows
and that of the third column (see Corollary 2.12).

Corollary 7.21. WzYZz ^Zze zzZzgw zzöto/zözz, z/x G A(A) zs öztZztfgözzzzZ to Bri(X, G),
^Zzezz ^Zzere exzsfa w; G 1T(A) sz/cZz ^Zzotf Z(u;) x zzzzJ w; zs öztZztfgözzzzZ to Bri (IT, F).

Froo/ Consider the exact sequence of Lemma 7.20. Taking dual groups, we obtain
the dual exact sequence

Bn,e(F)® Bn,xo(X, G)^ -* 0, (38)

Letm^G(^) ^ Bri^o(^, G)^ denotethehomomorphismZ? i-> (Zz,x): Bri^oC^, G)
-> Q/Z. By assumption zzzg,x(^) 0. We wish to lift x to some u; G JT(A) such

that m^77(u;) 0.

Since F) 0 for all z;, we can lift x to some point u/ G fL(A) such that

Z(u/) x (weuse also Lang's theorem and Hensel'slemma). ThenZ*(/zzjp^ (u/))
»i^gW ^ Bri,*o(AC G)^\ Since/zz^g(^) 0, we see from (38) that mjp^(u/)
<^(£) for some £ G Bri^(F)^ ^ Bra(F)^. Let /? G F(A). By Corollary 3.5 we
have

(&JF, u/./?) (6^, u/) + (<K^>w), F)

for any Zzjp G Bri^o(^, F). This means that

(w'-F) (w') + /(/npW)
But we have seen that mjp^(u/) ^(£) for some £ g Bra(F)^. Now it follows
from Lemma 4.1 that there exists /? G F(A) such that zzzp (/?) — £. Then

(u/./>) <jP^(0 + <jP^(-0 0.

We set u; := u/./z G JT(A), then mjp^(u;) 0 and Z(u;) x.
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7.22. We can now resume the proof of Theorem 7.3. We use Construction 7.18.

Let 16^ C X(A-^) be an open neighbourhood of xA Let C X(A) be the

corresponding special neighbourhood of x. Set

:=r*(u£) c W(A').

For u g ^oo let be the connected component of in IF^X then by [7],
Lemma A.2, wehave Set Wjv,oo •— Oue^oo Set Wjv :=

x W jv,oo, then Wjv is the special open neighbourhood of u; defined by and

f(K^) c t(x-
Thepair (JF, F) of F satisfiesthehypotheses of Proposition 7.4 (seeLemma7.19),

so by that proposition, there is a point u;i G JF(F) D Note that
Fsc G^. Set xi := £(u;i), then xi g X(£) D Wx.G^(^s)- Thus the pair (X, G)
has Property (P^).

This completes the proofs of Theorem 7.3 and proves the nontrivial inclusion of
Theorem 1.4, that is, that any dement of (X(A).)^ lies in the closure of the set

X(F).G^(/:sy). The argument in the proof of the trivial inclusion of Theorem 6.1

also proves the trivial inclusion of Theorem 1.4, that is, that each dement of this
closure is orthogonal to Bri (X, G). This completes the proof of Main Theorem 1.4.

8. The algebraic Manin obstruction

In this section we prove Theorem 1.7 about the algebraic Manin obstruction ("alge-
braic" means Coming from Bri 00). We prove this result without using the result of
Colliot-Thdene and Xu (Theorem 6.1 or [11], Theorem 3.7 (b)).

8.1. Before proving Theorem 1.7, we need to prove a special case - an analogue of
Theorem 6.1. In [6], the first-named author defined, for any connected group // over
a field /: of characteristic 0, a Galois module tti (//), an abelian group /Ab(A ^0 ^nd
a canonical abelianization map

ab*: J7 *(*:,#) -* J7)

(see also [8] in any characteristic). These /Ab(A ^0 ^nd ab* are functorial
in 7/.

Now let /: be a number field. SetT := Gal(£//:), T^ := Gal^//^). Weregard
as a subgroup of T.
For i> G we defined in [6], Proposition 4.1 (i), a canonical isomorphism

A„: -^(Tidhrjtors,
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where tti (ZZ)p„ denotes the groups of coinvariants of in tti (//), and ()tors denotes

the torsion subgroup. Here we set :=
For u G ^oo we defined in [6], Proposition 4.2, a canonical isomorphism

A„: 77.J, (*«>#) ^*7/-* (IV ^(7/)).

Here we define a homomorphism as the eomposition

A'„: ^ 77-1(1^(77)) ^ (TTlWrJtors-

For any r G ^ we define the Kottwitz map as the eomposition

)8„: 7C(^,77) ^4 77^,77) ^4 (7Ti(^)r„)tors.

This map is funetorial in //. Note that for c e £2/ the maps ab*: //) ->
Z/^ (/^ ZZ) and are bijections. Thus fori; e we have a canonical and funetorial
in 77 bijection : 77i(k„,77) (tt, (/7)r,. )tors-

For any r G ^ we define a map /x„ as the eomposition

/*„: 77^, 77) (jri(77)r„)tors 0n(#)r)tors, (39)

where cor^ is the obvious corestriction map.
We write 0^ Z/*^, ZZ) for the set of families (£u)ven such that 1 for

almost all c. We define a map

7t:=X>„: 077^,77) ^(7n(77)r),ors.

Proposition 8.2 (Kottwitz [30], Proposition 2.6, see also [6], Theorem 5.15). 77ze

ferneZ o/T/ze map /x Zs e^/noZ te> dze o/T/ze ZocoZZzozfon map

7/i(£,7/)^®7/i(Ä;„,7/).

Proposition 8.3. Le£ Gfceß sZrapZy connected Z:-gronp over o nnrafeer^ZeZd ond
Ze£ ZZ C G feß connected georaeteZcoZZy cZzoracter-/ree snfegronp (Z.e. Z/^ 1).

Se£ X := Z/\G. Le£ £ Z?e o^ZnZte se£ o/pZoces o/Z: contaZnZng Zeos£ one nonor-
cZn'raedeon pZoce. TTzen ony orZnY o/G(A^) Zn X(A^) conteZns o A;-/?oZnt.

ZVoo/ Write Af := tti (ZZ). First we prove that the map

Z^s z>»: n ker[7/i(Ä:„,7/) -> 77*(^,G)] -> (A7r),ors
UGS UGS
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is surjective. Since // is geometrically character-free, the group Af
is finite, and therefore (Mr)tors Afp and (Afr„)tors Afr„. In this case the

map cor^ is the canonical map Afr„ -> Afp, whieh is elearly surjective. Let
u; G S be a nonarchimedean place, then the map is bijective. It follows that
the map /x^ : A/) ^fr is surjective (because /x^ cor^ o /3^). Since

u; is nonarchimedean, we have G) 1 (because G is simply connected),
hence ker[//^(/:^,//) -> //^(/:^,G)] It follows that the map

/x^ : ker[//^(/:^, //) -> G)] -> A/r is surjective. Now it is clear that the

map /xs AG is surjective.
We prove the proposition. We must prove that the localization map

*(*:)/G(Jfc) -* X(A^)/G(A^)

is surjective. In the language of Galois cohomology, we must prove that the localiza-
tion map

ker[#*(£.#) -» 0ker[tf *(*».#) G)]

is surjective.
Let

^ &>) e 0ker[//* (£„,//) -> //*(^,G)].

Set ^ := /g(£v) ^ ^i(A/)r- Since the map /x^ is surjective, there ex-

ists an dement in the product G)] such that

E„esiMf») -«•

£ := (£*,&) e 0ker[tf #) -* # ^,G)]
tieft

then /x(£) s + (—tf) 0. By Proposition 8.2 there exists a

class £o £ #*(£, A/) with image £ in ®^eft ^0- Since the Hasse principle
holds for G, we have £o £ ker[7/*(A;, //) -> //*(^> G)]. Since the image of £o in
©wen # * (£«, #) is £s), we see that the image of §o in ®* (Xt>, #) is

Thus ^ lies in the image ofker[#*(&> #) -> #*(*> G)].

Theorem 8.4. Gkß sZrapZy connected Z:-gronp over n nnrafeer^ZeZd nnd Ze£

// C G ö connected georaeteZcoZZy cZzoracter-/ree snfegronp (Z.e. 1). Se£

X := //\G. Le£ aS Z?e o^ZnZte se£ o/pZoces o/Z: contaZnZng <te Zeos£ one nonor-
cZn'raedeon pZoce Co- Assnrae dztte G^(£) Zs dense Zn G^(A^). TTzen X Zzos steong
opproxZraodon owy/rora £ Zn dze/oZZowZng sense. Le£ x (x^) G X(A) ond Ze£

C A(A^) Z?e ony open neZgZzfeonrZzood o/dze A^-po?t x^ o/x. TTzen dzere exZste

o Z:-poZn£ Xo © ^(A:) PI W^. Moreove?; one con ensnre dz<te/or c G ^oo D S dze
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po/nto Xo and x^ Z/e m sarae connected coraponen^ o/X^)- More prec/seZy,
dzere ex/ste y^ g X(/^o) ^ po/nf x' G X(A) de^zned Z?y x„ := y^ nnd
x(, := x^ /or c 7^ Co Z?eZongs to dze cZosnre o/dze X(X).G(/:s) Zn X(A)/or dze

ndeZ/c topoZogy.

TVoo/ Set I] := {co}. We denote by x^ G X(A^) and x^ G x(A^) the corre-
sponding projections of x. By Proposition 8.3 applied to the finite set of places

£, there exists a Ä>point Xq g X(X) PI x^.G(A^). Let y^ := (xq)^ g X(/^o)
and dehne x' g X(A) as in the theorem. Then there exists g G G(A) such that

x().g x' in X(A). Let W C X(A) be an open neighbourhood of x'. Since the orbit
.Vy.G(A) C X(A) is open (because // is connected) and contains x', we may assume
that W C Xq.G(A).

By assumption G(X).G(Xs) is dense in G(A). It follows that there exists go ^
G(X) and gs g G(&s) such that x" := XQ.go.gs belongs to W. Set xo := XQ.go G

X(£),thenx" Xo.gs. Weseethatx" G I(Z:).G(^)nt(. Therefore, weconclude
that x' lies in the closure of X(X).G(Xs)-

Concerning the inhnite places, for c g ^oo H S we have xo G Xu.G(£u), because

Xq g Xu.G(ä:u). Since G is simply connected, the group G(Z^) is connected (see

[34], Theorem 5.2.3), hence the image of xo in X(&u) is contained in the connected

component of x^ in X(&u).

8.5. Proof of Theorem 1.7. To prove this theorem, we can follow the proof of
Theorem 1.4 to make reductions, so that we may assume the following:

(i) G" {1},

(ii) // C G*"\ i.e. // is linear,

(iii) G^ is simply connected,

(iv) III(G^"") is hnite,

(v) the homomorphism 77*°*" -> G^ is injective.

Set £' := £2oo U {uo j- Let C Z(A^') be an open neighbourhood of the

projection x^' G X(A^') of x. Set := Wj?' x X^o)- Let be the special

open neighbourhood ofx in X(A) definedby SetL := G^/77*°*", andconsider
the canonical morphism i/r: X -^7. Set y := i/r(x) G 7(A), then y is orthogonal
to the group Bri(7) for the Manin pairing. Hence by [22], Theorem 4, there exists

Jo e T(Z) n f (Kx). Set Z^ := C Z and V := Z^(A) n tf*. Then
V is open and non-empty since yo G As in the proof of Proposition 7.4,

we know that XyQ is a homogeneous space of the semisimple simply connected

group G^ G^, with connected character-free geometric stabilizers, and with a

point. Therefore Theorem 8.4 implies that Xj;q(/:).G^(/:s) PI V 7^ 0. In particular,
the set X(X).G^(Xs) D is non-empty. Set S" := \ {co}, Sy- := D J2y,

:= lt|' x lt^,oo, then it follows that the set X(fc). G* (**,) D c X(A^°>)
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is non-empty. Since we obtain easily that the

set X(£).G^(Ä;sp fl 11^°* c X(A^°>) is non-empty. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.7.
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